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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the dynamical and numerical analyses of some quasi-

linear partial differential equations (classified as reaction-diffusion equations)

arising from the mathematical modelling of real-life phenomena in engineer-

ing, science, economics and medicine.

Local stability theory is used to investigate the qualitative behaviour of the

associated ordinary differential systems (in the absence of diffusion and con-

vection terms).

In order to circumvent the contrived numerical instabilities (such as oscil-

lations, bifurcation, chaos or convergence to spurious solutions) associated

wiih the use of standard explicit numerical methods (such as forward Euler

and Runge-Kutta methods) for solving the aformentioned models, new and

competitive finite-difference methods are constructed. These robust schemes,

mostly "non-standard" in nature, have the same stability properties as the

corresponding original ODE systôms.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Non-linear partial differential equations (PDEs) of reaction-diffusion type

arise in many application areas including developmental biology, ecology,

physiology, finance and so on. with such a wide variety of applications, the

choice of what to include in this thesis is a diffi.cult one. Topics have been

included both as typical models and as illustration of the robust numerical

techniques which may be used to solve such systems.

Because of the non-iinear and (at times) multi-dimensional nature of these

models, their closed form solutions are usually difficult or impossible to find.

Consequently, numerical schemes are employed to approximate these solu-

tions.

The efficient numerical integration of systems of non-linear differential

equations over long time intervals necessitates the use of time steps which

are the largest possible bearing in mind accuracy and stability. Standard nu-

merical methods (mostly explicit in nature), such as Euler and Runge.kutta

(RK) methods, are widely used to solve systems of ordinary differential equa-

tions (ODEs) [iO, 24,34]. These methods, however, may not always be suited

to soive the aforementioned non-linear problems. The reason being that they

tend to induce contrived chaos and oscillations in the numerical results when

certain parameter values and step sizes a¡e used in the discretization (since

these scheme-dependent instabilities are not a feature of the differential equa-

tions nor of the physical processes being modelled) lIg, 24, Z5].

To avoid contrived chaos, while retaining accuracy and stabiiity, implicitly-

designed methods should be preferred to explicit numerical methods. This

is due to the well-known fact that implicit methods have superior stability



properties in comparison to standard explicit schemes ï2,19,20,24,2g]. The

methods to be developed in this thesis, although implicit by construction, are

applied explicitly. Therefore, while they enjoy superior stability properties

in comparison to explicit schemes (because of their implicit nature), the new

schemes also exploit the ease of implementation of explicit methods. These

methods are adapted and extended for use to solve quasi-linear partial dif-

ferential equations.

In this thesis, some robust finite.difference methods, mostly " non-standard"

by construction, wilt be designed for the solution of some real-life models.

Although our main purpose is to consider reaction-diffusion and reaction-

diffusion-convection PDE systems, cases where there is no diffusion and con-

vection (ODEs) will be considered first of all. Linearized dynamics analysis

wiil be carried out to gain deeper insights into the qualitative behaviour of

these a,ssociated ODE models. Compeiitive finit+-difference methods, having

the same qualitative features as the model, will then be constructed. These

methods are then adapted and used to solve the corresponding reaction-

diffusion and reaction-diffusion-convection cases. This idea will be employed

in subsequent chapters (except Chapter 4) of this thesis in ways which permit

the numerical solutions of the associated ODEs to be determined explicitly.

In Chapter 4, the Black-Scholes reaction-diffusion-convection model, aris-

ing in option pricing, is solved ui,a the Method, of Li,nes semi-discretization

technique involving the use of a sub-diagonai Padé approximant.

The numerical methods developed in this thesis are implemented using

the C programming language on a UNIX platform at the University of Man-

itoba. Graphical and symbolic softwares such as Gnuplot and Maple a,re

used to plot the figures and carry out symbolic computations. The thesis is

written in Latex.

The outline of the thesis is as follows: some basic concepts about differ-



ential equations and finite difference methods will be reviewed in Chapter 2.

This introductory material provides useful background needed for the more

specific topics in the later chapters. In Chapter 3, a reaction-diffusion model

with a cubic reaction term is conside¡ed. Its diffusion-free equivalent is stud-

ied first of all, where a competitive finite.difference method is designed and

analysed.

In Chapter 4, the Black-Scholes reaction-diffusion-convection model is

considered. An .Ls-stable scheme, based on Padé approximation, is de-

signed for its solution. A two-dimensional predator-prey reaction-convection-

diffusion model with non-monotonic functional response is considered in

Chapter 5. An SEIR model for disease transmission with a non-constant

population size is studied in Chapter 6. In Chapters 3-6, the robust numeri-

cal schemes constructed are compared with standard numerical methods to

verify their competitiveness. Conclusions are given in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Mathematical Tools

In this chapter, a brief review of some of the important mathematical

concepts discussed or used in the thesis is given. The main components of

the thesis are centred on the theories of partial differential equations, finite-

difference methods, and dynamical systems. Detailed discussion on these

topics can be found in the given references.

2.L Partial Differential Equation

A differential equation in which there is only one independent variable is

an ordinary differential equation. lVhile a differential equation that contains

at least two independent variables together with one or more partial deriva-

tives of the dependent variable is called a partial differential equation. In

general, a partial differential equation may be written in the form

f (rrAr. . - ,Ururrugr. .. ,UanrUyyr. ..) : 0, (2.1)

involving several independent variables fr,u,..., âtr unknown function z of

these variables, and the partial derivatives LLp1,r.tryt. . . ,uax,ltay,. ..of this func-

tion. Equation (2.1) is considered in a suitable domain D of the n-dimensionaJ

space ft" in the independent variables t,u,.... We seek one or more func-

tions u : u(r,a,"') which satisfy (2.1) identically in D. such functions,

if they exist, a¡e called solutions of equation (2.i). From these many possi-

ble soiutions, we attempt to select a pa^rticular one by introducing suitable

additional conditions, cailed initiat and/or boundary conditions.

The order of a partial differential equation is the order of the highest-

ordered partial derivative appearing in the equation.

10



A partial differential equation is said to be linear if it is linear in the

unknown function and all its derivatives with coefficients depending only on

the independent variables; it is said to be quasilinear if it is linear in the

highest-order derivative of the unknown function.

The general quasi-linear second-order partial differential equation in one

dependent variable u, and two independent variables r,a,may be written as

Aur, * Bura * Cuou * Du, + Euo * Fu : G, (2 r\

where the coefficients are functions of ø and y; and A, B and C do not vanish

simultaneously. lVe shall assume that the function z and the coefficients are

twice continuously differentiable in an open set in ffi2. A pDE is said to be

hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic at a point (ro, go) accordingly as

B' (ro, yù - aA@0, Uo)C (rs, yr) (2.3)

is positive, zero or negative respectively. If this is true at all points in some

domain, then the equation is said to be hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic in

that dornain.

This thesis will focus on a épecific family of second-order quasi-linear

parabolic partial differential equations that involve reaction and convection

terms.

2.2 Reaction-Diffusion Equations

Reaction-diffusion systems are usually coupled systems (multiple number)

of parabolic partial differential equations. They have a wide application in

many area,s. Some of them are models for pattern formation in morphogene.

sis, for predator-prey and other ecological systems, for conduction in nerves,

for epidemics, for carbon monoxide poisoning, and for oscillating chemical

reactions 14, 7 , 8, Ll, 12, 27 , 28,34, 36]. The equations in their simplest form

11



are written as

(). ¿.\

where u : u(r, ú) is the vector of dependent variables, ,f (u) is a non-linear

vector-valued function of u (the reaction term), and D is the diffusion coeffi-

cient. The reaction term arise from any interaction between the components

of u. For example, u may be a vector of predator-prey models, when /(u)
represents the effect of predator-prey interactions, competition or symbiosis.

The diffusion terms may represent molecular diffusion or some "random"

movement of individuals in a population.

The reaction-diffusion system may be extended to reaction-diffusion-convection

type given by

#:u¿: /(u) * r# *t#,
where C is the convection coeffi.cient [13, 32].

(2.5)

2.3 Reaction-Diffusion Equations and Dynamics

It is known that for reaction-diffusion systems (2.a) (involving reaction

terms), the numerical t¡eatment of the reaction terms is influential on the

numerical results [29]. It is therefore important to consider the behaviour

of the reaction term (given by D : 0 in (2.4)). The resulting oDE system,
du Fr \.
dt: /(u), is oiten autonomous, non-linear, and therefore not always easy

(or feasibie) to solve analytically. Thus, in addition to carrying out dynamical

analysis for such systems (to understand their qualitative behaviour), we need

to design robust nurnerical procedures for their solutions.

Generall¡ real-life models contain system pa.rameters. For different vaJues

of these parameters, the behaviour of the solutions can be qualitatively very

different. Consequently, studying the changes of the nature of equilibrium

solutions (equilibrium points) and branching of solutions when a pa.rameter

t2



pâsses through a certain value, called bifurcation, is crucial.

2.3.L Stabiltiy of Linear Systems

Consider the linear differential equation, written as

d,x

dt:x:r4x, x€Rn, (26)

where A is a n x n matrix with constant coefficients. A general solution

of (2.6), with the initial condition x(0) - x6, is

x(t) : eA'xo. (2.7)

The system (2.6) has rz eigenvalues À1, . . . , Àn associated with the matrix 1,,

and n eigenvectors €1,...¡ent which may either be real or complex. More

specifically, a general solution to (2.6) can be obtained by taking a linear su-

perposition of the linear independent solutions determined by an exponential

motion along the real eigenvectom or a spiralling motion in a plane spanned

by ihe real and imaginary parts of the complex eigenvectors. The stabitilty
properties of the system are then determined by the signs of the real parts

of the eigenvalues as follows [Bgl:

(1) if all the real parts are negative, then the solution is asymptotically

stable, and the motion will converge towards the origin.

(2) if at least one real part is positive, then the solution is unstable.

(3) if the eigenvalues are distinct and their real parts are all zero, then the

solution is not asymptoticaliy stable.

13



2.3.2 Stabiltìy of Non-linear Systems

In the case of the diffusion-free model, we typically need to investigate a

first order autonomous non-linear ODE system of the form

dx
dt - "f 

(x), x € Rn, (2.8)

where /(x) are non-linear functions.

For non-linear differential equations such as (2.8), one can only make

very general statements concerning the behaviour of their solutions. The

best way to start is the determination of possible equilibrium points, which

are stationary solutions of (2.8), determined by setting its right hand side to

zero. That is,

/(*) : o' Ir q\

It should be pointed out that, even this (calculation of equilibrium solu-

tions) can sometimes be a complicaied task. However, once the equilibrium

solutions are obtained, we can then use the principle of linear stability to

characterize the behaviour of the system near such (equilibrium) poini. The

time evolution of a small perturbation { around an equilibrium point xs is

{:x-x6. Thus,

x,

/(*),

/(*o) +"r(x-xo),

JË,

dË

dr
:

where a first order Taylor

linear approximation of i.

expansion of /(x) about

The matrix "I has entries

x6 is used to obtain a

,.. - olu
"rj _ 

ðci,

1AI+

(2.1 0)



and is cailed the Jacobian of the given system. This matrix determines the

local behaviour of the solutions around the equilibrium point.

The advantage of the linearized system is that its behaviour turns out,

in most cases, to provide very significant information about the behaviour of

the original non-linear system. The stability of ihe linearized model around

ihe equilibrium points are analogous to that described in subsection 2.3.1.

In particular, for the cases (1) and (2), there exists a topological equivalence

between the linearized system (2.6) and the full non-linear system (2.g). That

is, if J has no eigenvalues with zero real part, then the stability is determined

by the linearization [38]. On the other hand, if any of the eigenvalues has zero

real part, then the stability cannot be determined by the linearization [38]

and, consequentl¡ the equilibrium point is structurally unstable (since its

properties are likely to change qualitatively on the action of an arbitrarily

small disturbance).

An equilibrium sojution is said to be globally-as¡rmptotically stable if alt

solution trajectories are attracted to it [88]. The Lyapunov theory is widely

used to establish giobal stability of equilibrium solutions by constructing

suitable Lyapunov functions [38].

Lyapunov F\rnction

Definition. Let x : /(x) be a differential equation on -R' and a unique

equilibrium point p. A real valued Cl function ,L is called a weak Lyapunov

function on an open neighbourhood u of p provided ¿(*) > r(p) and ¿(*) s
0 for all x e u\{p}. The function .L is called a Lyapunov function on an

open neighbourhood U of p (or strong, strict Lyapunov function) provided it
is a weak Lyapunov function which also satisfies i1*¡ ( 0 for ait x € r¡\{p}.

Theorem If L is a (strici) Lyapunov function on the neighborhood t/ of p

for the differentiai equation, then p is globally asymptotically stable 141].

15



2.3.3 Bifurcation Theory

If the non-linear ODE depends on a parameter ¡.1, then we have

x : ,f (x, t-t), p e R. (2.1r)

one can say that as long as all the eigenvalues À¿ of J satisfy Re(À) I 0,

the equilibrium point xs will be a smooth function of pr (Implicit Function

Theorem [a1]). But as soon as at least one eigenvalues À¿ satisfies Ëe(À¿) : ¡

(2.t2)

for some value of ¡;" of ¡r, there exists a bifurcation or singular point [38]. In

addition, the exchange of stability of zs requires the criteria

d,À, .

fi lu"t'o'

It is important to note that bifurcations are associated with non-linear equa-

tions only.

There are several types of bifurcations (with qualitatively different fea-

tures) namely: saddle-node bifurcation, pitchfork bifurcation, period dou-

bling bifurcation, Hopf-bifurcation etc. The reader is referred to f38l for

detailed discussions on non-linea¡ dvnamics.

2.4 Finite'Difierence Methods

As stated earlier, analytical methods for differential equations are limited

to certain special forms of equations. It is difficult to find analytical solutions

for most non-linear differential equations. Numerical methods, on the other

hand, have (in general) no limitations to only "special', forms.

The fundamental principle of numerical methods is the reduction of a
differential equation to an approximation in terms of algebraic equations [2,

19, 24,29, 35]. The finite.difference method proceeds by first identifying a

finite number of discrete points within the domain of interest. These points

a¡e called nodes, and it is at these locations that approximations to the true

16



solution are computed. This is the discretization step. Next, the differential

operator at the nodal points are replaced by discrete difference approxima-

tions. This is the approximation step which produces a set of algebraic equa-

tions with discrete nodal values as unknowns. The final step involves solving

the algebraic system of equations. In this manner, a discrete approximation

to the solution of the original differential equation is obtained.

Different approximations to derivatives lead to different finite-difference

methods. In general, finit+difference methods are categorized into explicit

and implicit methods. Although explicit methods are easier to be impie-

mented (because they do not involve the solution of algebraic linear equa-

tions at each step size), they (standard explicit methods) are known to have

very poor stability properties lZ,24l.

2.5 Finite-Difference Methods for ODEs

To explore all the finite difference methods used in the literature is a
daunting task. Instead, I will concentrate on the standard Euler and Runge-

Kutta methods applied to first-order ODE systems. These two traditional

methods are used extensively in this thesis for comparison with the new

robust methods I have developed. These novel methods, standard or',non-
standard", can be extended to systems of higher-order differential equations.

2.5.L Forward Euler Method

Consider the first-order equation of the form

#: y' : Í(r,u), a(ro) - ao. (2.13)

The method is based on expanding the solution a@) of equation (2.13) in
Tayior series about the point ø¡, Suppose ïye choose a step size h (the interval

17



beyond u0 where we evaluate the series) small enough that we may truncate

the series after the first derivative term. Then,

u@o+ h): y(us) * hy'(xs) *a"!Ë) ¡rz,øo ( { 1ro+h. (2.r4)

In using this equation, the value or g(ro) is given by the initial condition and

A'@o) is evaluated from f þ0, Ao), given by the differential equation d,y f d,r :
f (r,A). It is of course necessary to use this method iteratively, advancing the

solution to ø : ro*2h after g(z6f å,) has been found, then to r : xo+ïh, etc.

Adopting a subscript notation for the successive g-values, rn: fi¡*nh, yn:
A(xn), and representing the error by the order relation, we may write the

algorithm for the Euler method as:

An+L: A"t hgt,+ O(hz),

rn: ro * nh, An: A(xn).

(2.15)

2.5.2 Runge-Kutta Methods

A further advance in accuracy can be achieved by using a group of meth-

ods due to the German mathematicians Runge and Kutta (see [rs]). In

particular, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4) is widely used to

integrate differential equations. Using the notations of the last subsection

the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is given by,

an+L : u, + 
LU(k, 

+ 2k2 + zha Æa), (2.16)

where

lq : hf(xn,an),

tcz _ hf @* *Tn,u* +f;tet¡,

h _ hf @, * Io,a, + 
LUnr¡,

ka : hf þ" l h,Un + frs).

18



2.6 Finite.Difference Methods for pa¡abolic pDEs

2.6.L Method oJ Lines Semi-discretization

The Method, of Lines (MoL) semi-discretization approach is often

ployed to solve parabolic and hyperbolic partial differential equations

17,201. Consider the one dimensional heat equation

iXo(r1Xt,ú)0,

together with the boundary conditions

u(Xo,t) : u(Xt,ú) : 0, ú ) 0,

and initial conditions

u(r,O): f @) i Xo 11 1 X1 ,

em-

[1o'

0u ð2u

0t ðr2
(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.1e)

where /(z) is a given continuous function of r and it is not necessarily speci-

fied that /(Xo) : 0 nor that /(X1) : 0. Thus, discontinuities between initial
conditions and boundary conditións may occur. The interval X0 1 r 1X1 is

divided into l/ * 1 subintervals each of width å, so that (¡f + 1)â : Xt - Xo

and the time variable ú is incremented in steps of length {.. The open region

o and its boundary ôf) consisting of the lines ø : x0, r : xt and the axis

ú : 0 have thus been covered by a rectangular mesh, the mesh points hav-

ing co-ordinates rrn : Xo + mh and tn : n{where Tn : 0,1,..., N* 1 and

n :0,r,2... .The space derivative in (2.t2) is replaced by its second-order

central-difference approximation given by

}zu _ 
^_z¡0n2 - ," tu(n - h,t) - Zu(r,t) + u(u + h,t)l + o(h\. (2.20)

Equation (2.17) together with the boundary condition (2.18) are applied to

19



all N interior mesh points at time level ú -n.( (n:0,1,2,...) to give

dtt'
; : h-zluo(t) - 2ut(t) + uz(t)l

dLt"

É : h-'lu'(t) - 2u2(t) + ¿¡,(¿)l

dLI"

Ê : h-21u2(t) - 2q(Ð +u4(t)l

: (2.21)

+ : h-'[(]*-r(t) - zu^(t) + u*+L(t)l
dtL"eLv

UF : h-zlux-r(t) - zuN-L(t)+ t/N(¿)l
dt

{w - t^-2trr /¿\
¿, : h-"lu*-r(t) - zuN(¿) + up+r(t)]

where u*(t) is the (semi-discrete) solution of (z.r7) when n : nm for any

ú > 0. The equations in (2.21) may be written in the form

ry: AU(¿) ; u(o) : ¡, (2.22)

where U(¿) - lUr(t),Ur(t),...,U*(t)lr, T denoting transpose, is the vector of

approximations to the solution of the PDE (2.12) at ú - tn: nL and f is the

vector of initial conditions. The Nth-order tridiagonal matrix A, given by,

-2 1 0

7 -2 1

I -2 1

1-2 1

A: h-2

20

L-2

, (2.23)



has real negative eigenvalues [17, 1g]

À,: -4h-2sin2lsrf {2(,n/ + r)}], s : 1, 2,...,N. (2.24)

This method of transforming the initial/boundary-value problem (2.12) into
the initial-value problem (2.22) is known as the Method, of Li,nes (see [to, zo]).

The solution of the system of first-order, linear, ordinary differential equa-

tions (2.22) is

U(ú) :etP(tA)f, (2.25)

which satisfies the recurrence relation

U(¿ + !): erp(lA)U(ú) ; t:0,{.,2{.,3!.,... (2.26)

2.6.2 A Family of Numerical Methods

The development of a family of numerical methods will be based on mak-

ing rational approximations to the matrix exponentiai term in (2.26). A
commonly used family of approximants is [33]

erp(LA) * lr - o¿A)-t [/ + (r - 0){.A], (2.27)

in which 0 < 0 ( 1 is a parameter and ,I is the identity matrix of order l[.
Putting (2.27) in (2.26) leads ro the family of methods

(I - ?¿A)u (t + t) : l/ + (L - o)¿Alu (t) . (2.28)

The three well known methods for solving (z.r7) are obtained by setting

0 :0,1 and |.
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2.6.2.L An Explicit Method

Writing 0 :0 in (2.28) gives

u(¿+¿):(I+!A)u(t), (2.2s)

which, when applied to the general mesh point (r^,ú,,), gives the four-point,

two-time-level explicit scheme

[ïn*' : pUh¡+ (1 - zp)Uh * pUh*t (2.30)

/
where p : ,,rL, rn : !,2, ..., N and n: 0, 1, ... , and Ufr is the fully discrete- h¿'
solution of {(2.17), (2.18), (2.19)} at the general mesh point. clearly, tJfris an

approximation to uh: u(r*,ú,,), the theoretical solution of {(2.IT), (2.18), (2.19)}.

This method is O(ñ,2 + /) and requires p: llh2 < Il2 for stability [33]

2.6.2.2 A Fully-Implicit Method

Writing, next, 9: 1 in (2.28) gives

(r - (.A)u(t + t): u(¿), (2.31)

which, when applied to the general mesh point (r*,tn), gives the four-point,

two-time-level, fully implicit scheme

*puh!\+ (1 + zp)uf' - puh!r', - uh. (2.32)

This O(h2 *l) method requires the application of a tridiagonal solver at each

time step. Furthermore, it is .Ls-stable (and, therefore, does not suffer any

stabiiity restriction) [33].
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2.6.2.3 The Crank-Nicolson Method

Putting g : à in (2.28) gives the well-known crank-Nicorson method [19,

"2,]ùdl
J

ft - þa\u(¿ + ¿) : (r + ]za) u1r; (2.83)\..l/\2/
which, on application to the general mesh point (x^,ú,,), leads to the six-

point, two-time-level, implicit scheme

-Trn.-\+ (1 + p)ui,*' -Tr*+:,:,lu#._r+ (1 - p)uh*orrh*,. (2.r4)

This O(å,2 +f ) method requires r : i. ryfor stability for problems

with discontinuities between initial and boundary conditions.

I¡ summary, the best method (in terms of stability) associated with the

use of (2.27) in (2.26) is the fully-implicit method (arising from using 0 : r

in (2.27). Although the fully implicit method has superb stability property

(due to its -Ls-stable nature), it is only first-order accurate in time. Thus,

there is a clear need to design -Ls-stable numerical schemes for solving PDEs

to higher-order of accuracy.

2.6.3 Padé Approximation

In order to achieve higher-order accuracy in time and desirabie stabitity

properties (trs-stability), Padé approxirnants [15, 30, 37, 43] are often used

to approximate the exponential in (2.26).

A Padé approximation, .R*,¡( z), to an analytic funtion f (z) in a region

of the complex plane containing the origin Z : 0 is given by

R',r,n(Z): m, (2.35)

where P*(z) and Q^(z) are polynomials in z of degrees k and rn respectively

having ieading coefficients unity, and fr, rn arenon-negative integers [32]. For



each pair of rn and k, Pk(z) and Q*(z) are those polynomials for which the

Taylor series expansions of R"",¡,(Z) about the origin agrees with the Taylor

series of f (Z) for as many terms as possible [37].

Because the higher order Padés have complex poles, their use in approx-

imating matrix exponentials enable the solution of the associated models

to be computed in parallel (using complex arithmetic) uia a partial-fraction

splitting technique [tS, tZ].

In particular, the explicit method (a : 0 in (2.28)), futly-implicit method

(0 :1in (2.28)) and crank-Nicolson method (0: r12 in (2.28)) correspond

to the (0, 1), (1,0) and (1, 1) Padé approximations to erp({.A) in (2.26) re-

spectivelv.

2.6.4 As- and .[6-stability

The methods discussed earlier using MOL are of the form

u(ú+I):R(!¿)u(Ð, (2.36)

where R(!.A) is known as the ømpfficati,on matrir. For example, the ampli-

fication matrices for the explicit, fully-impiicit and Crank-Nicolson methods

are (-I + tA), (I - tn¡-t and (r -InOf'O +f;t,+l respectively.

Definition: If u(ú + ¿) - R(¿A)u(t), where .4 is a symmetric matrix of

order l/ with negative, real eigenvalues (À", ,s: 1,2,...), then the resulting

numericai method is said to be As-stable if

lR(¿A)l < 1or lE(/À,)l ( 1or lh(-r,)l < t, (2.37)

where R([.A) or R(-2,) is the amplification symbol of the numerical method

and -2, - -lÀ, > 0 l1g, B3].



Definition: An Á6-stable method for which, additionallv,

(2.38)

is called an -Ls-stable method.

An .Ls-stable method has the advantage of damping all components of

the numerical solution to zero as ú + co. For the Crank-Nicolson method,

for instance,
., 1_

R(-r)
t+ rz

(2.3e)

(2.40)

(2.4r)

so that,

ln(-z)l -
Thus, the Crank-Nicolson method is

_ 1tI - -zl
--ïl .'t+ rzl
A6-stable. However, because

', -t -
lim r?(-z) - lim 

- 
{: -1 10.z--+æ z-+Ø . ILt;z
z

the Crank-Nicolson method is not ,L¡-stable.

It is easy to show that the fuliy-implicit scheme (2.J2) is tr6-stable. Gen-

erally, an important property of a sub-diagonal (*,k) padé approximation,

where m ) le , is that it leads to ,L6-stability. Thus, all frequency compo-

nents and instabilities are not propagated from one step to the next. When

m: Ic (diagonal Padé approximation), on the other hand, the corresponding

numerical method is only ,4,¡-stable.

2.6.5 Local Truncation Errors

Th'e loco'I truncation error of a finite'difference scheme at a mesh point

(mh,nl) is the difference between the finite-difference scheme and the dif-

ferential equation it is replacing. The difference between the theoretical
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solution of the differential and difference equations is called the local dis-

cretization error and is represented at the mesh point (mh,nl) by uh - uh
where uh : u(mh,nt) is the theoretical solution of the partial differential

equation.

A difference equation is said to be consistent if the local truncation error

tends to zero as the mesh is refined. That is, as h,[. -+ 0 simultaneously.

Consider, by way of example, the general finite-difference method arisins

from the family (2.28). It can be seen that the method takes the form

Tfn+I _ Tfn"Ín "rn : h-2tï(Lth!t, - 2[4*t + Uilrr) + (1 - 0)(uh_, - zuh+U#,*r)]t ., L"\_rn_l __rn | "rn+r.,/r \* ")\vr 

^ 
(2.42)

from which it follows that the left hand side approximates ffi whilethe right

hand side gives a weighted approximation to # ,n"local truncation er¡or

of (2.a\ is given by

L(x,t) -
u(x,t+¿)-u(r,t)

,ðu 0'u, h2

-\âú - a#) '

The Taylor series expansion of (Z. B) about u(r,t) leads to

L(r,t) -- (-Ir,* + c f:l\ ¿- a . pzosu: 
\- tz" arn 

+ r;øz 
6tz ) 

-f uq+(' 
6rs 

I ""

where Cs:Cz:* dand Cyr:A:å-f. *or. that,fr:ffi*
ô2u _ ô3u ^_^- 7tu ïau r
At, 

: 
A"rAt and 

6¿a 
: 

Air,tr' The term in the parentheses in (2.aa)

is called .the pri,ncipal part of the local truncation error. The component
t ,rôau .

- tzh" Arn 
is due to the space discretization and the use of (2.20) in (2.12).

This term will always appear in the principal part of the local truncation

error of every method arising from (2.28) in which 0 < d < 1.

(2.43)

(2.44)



The term co in (2.44) is the ti,me ercor constant of the method. For the

explicit scheme (2.30), d is set to zero giving the time error constant Cr- L

while for the fully implicit scheme (2.J2) 0 - r giving c, - -l; thus the two

methods are both first-order accurate in time. As for the Crank-Nicolson

method (2.34), g : I causing c2 to vanish and the time error constant

is consequently given bv cs : # . Thus, the crank-Nicolson method is

second-order accurate in time and therefore more accurate. Fyom (2.44), it
can easilybeseen that L(r,ú) ---+ 0 a^s fr,, ¿---+ 0 simultaneously. Therefore,

every finite difference method arising from (2.28) v¡iih 0 < 0 ( 1 is consistent

with the partial differential equation (Z.IT).
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Chapter 3

Generalized Nagumo reaction-diffusion equa-
tion

Reaction-diffusion equations are known to feature in the mathematicai mod-

eling of many real-life phenomena such as celestial mechanics, electric im-

pulses along nerve axon, population biology etc [7]. For example, the well-

known Nagumo reaction-diffusion equation, which has applications in nerve

conduction, is given by

ut: u(u - ø)(1 - u) + u,*. (3.i )

The Nagumo equation is a simplification of the Hodgkin-Huxley equation for

nerve conduction [7]. Reaction-diffusion models generally involve non-linear

reaction terms, making them difficult to be solved analytically. Thus, there

is a need to construct competitive numerical methods for their solutions.

We consider a generalized version of the model in (3.1) involving control

parameters a, 0 and D given by

H:r#*au-pus
Since ii is well-known that for the reaction-diffusion problems such as (g.2),

the numerical treatment of the reaction terms is cruciai in the long term

dynamics of the solution (see [3a]), the diffusion-free equivalent of (3.2) (ob-

tained by setting D - 0 in (8.2)) is studied in detail below.

(3.2)
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3.1 The Diffusion-free Case

3.1.1 Dynamical Analysis

Consider, first of all, the diffusion-free case

du ^Q-;:du-pu"'
at

The aim here is to carry out a detailed qualitative anaìysis of the equilibrium

solutions of (3.3). The equilibria of (3.3) are obtained by setting its right

hand side (RHS) to zero. That is, the equilibria of system (3.J) satisfy

au- þu3:0.

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.7)

This yields one trivial equilibrium rf,l : 0 and two non-trivial equilibria
l- ^'^u*: +l "lP 

gor al p > 0). The Jacobian of the RHS of (8.3) is given by

J(u):a-38u2 (3.5)

Bifurcation occurs when J(u.): 0, where z* denotes any of the equilibrium

point. Substituting u* : 0 into the Jacobian gives

'J(u*): q. (3.6)

Thus, the only eigenvalue associated with z* : 0 is À : a. It equals zero

only when c : 0. Note that when a: 0.

9: t+0.
o,a,

Based on the bifurcation theory discussed in subsection 2.3.3, it follows that

o : 0 is the only bifurcation point for the equilibrium point LL* : 0. Similarly,

substituting the equilibrium points ut : +Vl-dl0 into the Jacobian (3.5)

gives J(ut) : -2a. The eigenvalue À : -2a is zero if and only if a : 0.

Here,

d^
d" lc=o: -2 + 0.
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Consequently, bifurcation only occurs when a : 0. Clearly, .f(0) : s in-

dicates that the trivial solution uo : 0 is locally-asymptoticaily stable (un-

stable) when a < 0(> 0), and J(ut) : -2a indicates that u* are locally-

asymptotically stable (unstable) when o > 0(< 0). The bifurcation diagram

is depicted in Figure 3.1, where a solid line represents a stable solution while

the dotted line indicates an unstable solution. It is clear from Figure 3.1

that for values of a € (-*,0), the trivial equilibrium point uo : 0 is stable.

However, the moment o crosses zero (the bifurcation point), two new stabie

equilibrium points ut: *r["lP are formed (and us ioses its stability). This

type of bifurcation is called supercritical pitchfork bifurcation (see [1, 3B]).

In addition to establishing the local stability of the equilibria of (3.3), I offer

tt+,tf -
stable

U:O unstable

stable

Figure. 3.1 The Diagrarn of Bifurcation

the following results on the global dynamics of the equilibria of (3.3).

Theorem 3.1: The equi,librium u* : 0 ,is globally-asymptoti,callg stable



a<0,0>0.

Proof: lve have shown above that the equilibrium solutions ur. : +vl;lp
are locally unstable for a < 0. For the equilibrium solution ¿* : 0, we

construct the following Lyapunov function

L(u) : ¿2.

L(") > L(u.) :0, 'Ìt l 0, and

(3.e)

It is easy to see that

dL(u) dL(u\ du
dt du dt

:2(au2-þun) <0, if o(0, þ>0, andul0. (3.10)

Thus, r(u) is a Lyapunov function for the equilibrium solution LL* : 0.

This means that 'LL* : 0 is globally asympotically stable when a 10, p > 0.

Consequently, all solution trajectories will be attracted to z* : 0 when o ( 0

ffid P ) 0. For the case o ( 0 and p ( 0, I offer the followingtheorem.

Theorem 3.2: The equi,li,briurn u* : 0 is globally-asymptoti,cally stable on

the interval uo e (-r["] p, rFø if a <0,8 < 0.

Proof: using the same Lyapunov function for the equilibrium point u :0,
it is easy to verify that when u2 < alþ

dL(u):üþ)du ^, .a?
dt du dt 

:2u(au - þut) _ zu2(a - 7ur) 10, u f 0, (3.11)

whenever a ( 0 and p < 0. These theoretical results are summa¡ized in

Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 : stability of the equilibria of the Diffusion-free Model

d. R Equilibrium points Stability

<0 >0 0 globally- asymptotically stable

>0 <0 U unstable

<0 <0 +í"lp unstable, 0 stable when u' < fr
>0 >0 0,+{alp 0 unstable , +t/ol 0 stable
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3.L.2 Numerical Methods

Having determined the qualitative features of the diffusion-free model

(Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1), the task ahead is to construct discrete models,

for solving (3.3), having the same siability properties (as the model (B.B)).

An important fact to consider whilst designing these discrete schemes is that

they must satisfy the "positivity" property of the original (nerve conduction)

model. Clearly, such a model requires the dependent va¡iable (z) and the

parameters (a,þ,D) to be non-negative. Schemes that fail to preserve the

positiviiy properties of the model generally tend to induce scheme-dependent

(contrived) numerical instabilities (such as chaos, bifurcations, spurious zeros

etc) [4,5,6,7,8,9].

The development of numerical methods is based on approximating the

derivative in (3.3) by its first-order forward-difference approximation given

bv

* : u(t + ¿)-- u(t) 
+ o(¿),dt (. (3.12)

where !, > 0 is an increment in time (time-step). The interval t ) 0 is dis-

cretized in the usual way at the points tn: nI (n, : 0, I,2,....). T\e solution

obtained by a numerical method at the point ú,, r¡ill be denoted by (In. Dff-

ferent numerical schemes are constructed depending on the approximations

for the reaction terms on the right hand side of equation (8.3).

Method 1

For comparison purposes, the traditional explicit forward Euler method

for solving (3.3), obtained by approximating the reaction term in (B.B) at the

base time level tr,, is presented. It is given by:

Un+t - Un 
- ^,îT atrl

¿ 
:d,un-lJUã,
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so that,

(Jn+t: Un + l(au* - pU^\. (3.14)

The associated local truncation error of Method f , denoted by LP [u(ú),/], is

obtained from (3.14). It is given by:

Lf)lu(t), t) : u(t + ¿) - "(t) - alu(t) + atBlu(t))s , (3. 1 õ)

from which it follows (using Taylor series expansion of u(r t l) aborL !),

t f,)fuçt¡,4 : + o(¿3). (3.16)

Since the principal part of the local truncation error in (3.16) is of order 4,
Method / is first-order accurate (note that prime represents differentiation

with respect to ú).

Note that Method, / (given by (3.ta)) has a negative term (-B(¿¡")t) ot
its RHS. This clearly imply that Method, 1falls to preserve the "positivity"
property of the model (3.3). Because of such failure to satisfy the "positivity"
property of the model, standard schemes (such as Method / and Runge-Kutta

methods) generally tend to induce scheme-dependent instability when certain

parameter values and step-sizes are used. Such instabilities include contrived

osciilations, bifurcations, chaos or convergence to spurious (faise) steady-

state (see 119]). If a numerical scheme is unstable, a small change in the

initial condition may lead to chaos or overflow. To circumvent such contrived

numerical instabilities, the following new robust scheme is proposed.

M ethod, 2 : N on- stan daril frnit e- di,ff erence m etho d

The aim is to construct a numerical scheme that satisfies the "positivity
property" of the model. To do so, the derivative in (3.3) is also approximated

(T"") r
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using forward-difference and the ¡eaction te¡ms are approximated as follows:

rl .. _rr3T : a(2[Jn - un+t) - p(J,z[)n¡t,
t

t f,) luçt) , nl : (Iu,, * aut + pur u,) !2 + o (tB) .

Thus, Method 2 is also first-order accurate.

(3.17)

so that

un+t: -çjlgg!!-
1 + aL + 0¿U*'' (3'18)

Note that in order to preserve the positivity property of the model, the

following "tricks" have been used:

(i) the linear term, au, in (3.3) is approximated using a non-local implicit

discretization namely: au -+ a(2tJ, - un+ù.

(ii) the cubic term in (3.3) is approximated as follows: -/ut -> -p(U")2[Jn+t.

These two approximations ensure that all the U,*1 terms in the RHS of (3.17)

are negative; and consequentl¡ become positive when taken to the left to

solve for [/p-¡1 explicitly (3.18). Clearly, equation (3.18) shows that the novel

non-standard method (Method 2) saiisfies the positivity requirement of the

model if a ) 0 and P > 0 (since no negative term exists on the RHS of (8.18)).

That is to say, using any initial condition u(0) > 0, the solution generated

using Method 2 wili remain positive. For many reai-life systems, such as

the model of nerve conduction (3.3), population dyna.mics or concentration

densities, the dependent variables must be non-negative. Consequently, non-

negative initial and boundary data evolve into non-negative solutions at later

times (using Method 2). Mickens [25] showed thai any discrete model that

admits negative terms will exhibit scheme.dependent numerical instabilities.

Simila,ry, the associated local truncation error of this method is obtained

from (3.18), and is given by

(3.1e)



Method 3 : Second-order fr,nite-difference method

The aim here is to design a finite-difference scheme with similar stability

properties as Method, 2, but of second-order accuracy. A new technique,

based on using linear combinations of first-order method, is proposed as

follows. Consider the following numerical schemes for solving (3.¡):

M.a, i Un+t: Un * tfaUn+t - þ(tl")tl,

Ma : Un+r: U"+ tlaUn - þ(U*)2U*+1,

Mc : Un+L : Un + llaUn - p(U")'1.

(3.20)

The associated local truncation errors of these schemes are, respectively,

L.¿,: (+"" - au') t2 + o(¿3),

Ln : (àu" * pu'u') 12 + o(13),

Lc: (t"")ß+O(tï).

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

glves

Thus, these three methods are all first-order accurate. It can be seen that

the linear combination

L"o*b:|tto+JLB-ZLcl,

L-*b -f,1u" - dr.L' +J¡uzu'lt2 + o(13).

Differentiating the differential equation in (3.3) reveals that the coefficient of

t in (l.ZS) vanishes. Thus,

L"o*b : o(¿3). (3.24)

This implies that a novel second-order finite-difference method for solv-

ing (3.3) can be constructed by iaking the linear combinatio" L(luto+JMB -
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ZMc) and is given by

rr lL + la!. + rp{(u")2\u"un+r:ffi' (3'25)

This method is denoted as Method 3. Note that, like the Euler method

(Method /), this method has a negative term (-lal) on its RHS.

3.1.3 Stability Analyses of the Numerical Methods

The aim here is to investigate the stability properties of the three nu-

merical methods constructed in subsection 3.1.2. In particular, we want to

determine which of the methods has exactly the same stabitity properties as

the original continuous model (3.3) (depicted in Figure 3.1 and Table 8.1).

The numerical methods constructed in subsection 3.1.2 are of the form

Un+r : g(U"); n : 0,1,2,..., (3.26)

where g(u") represents the RHS of the numerical method. To analyse the

fixed points of a numerical method, the associated equation (J : g(u) is now

considered. In line with the Fixéd Point Theorem [to], a fixed point U* of.

a numerical method is said to be stable if lg'(t/-)l < 1 and to be unstable

otherwise.

Stabilita of Method, I

It can be seem from (3.14) that the fixed points of. Method I are U*:0
and t/* - +,f Z. For this method, g(U) : U + !.(aU - \Ur).Thus,vp

s'(u):1* aL-3lBU2, (3.27)

so that g'(0) : | * al. Using the stability criterion above, it is clear thai

the fixed point U* :0 is localty-as¡rmptotically stable if and only if -2 <



a(. <0. Similarly, g'(U+): | - 2al. Thus, the fixed points [/f are stable

if 0 < a!. < 7. Clearly, it follows that for values of. a, !. outside the interval

-2 < a!. <r, this method (Method /) will not converge to any of the fixed

points ([J* : 0 or t/* : *rß). Thus, the method will fail (diverge or

overflow) in these cases.

Stabi,lita of Method 2

This method has the same fixed points as Method /. Fyom (9.1g)

s(u): (r + za¿)u
(3.28)1* a(. * 0¿U,'

so that

s,(u)

At the fixed point U*

(1+ 2a¿) 2(1 + zat)B{Uz
(3.2e)

(3.31)

Støbi,li,ta oÍ Method, 3

Here, too, the fixed points are the same as the original diffusion-free

Nagumo equation. And, from (8.25),

1i al, + p¿u2 (r + a!. + Btuz¡z'

-n

'l "^\ '! lt + zal'l ) 1 for a{. > o. (3.30)letu,)l:lt+A,
Thus, u* : 0 is locally-asymptotically stable for a{. < 0 and unstable for

a!, > 0. At the fixed points t/* _ +{@lp),

l'' (*,tøø) i*l (1for a{>0.

This implies that the fixed points tl+ -- +G are always locally-asymptotically

stable provided a{. > 0. Since the time step, (., is always postive, it follows

that Method 2 is unconditonally stable for a > 0.

^trr\ Q+la!.++p¿ur)ue\u)-ffi (3.32)



Thus,

s'(u) : a!.+2+30tU2 6pu2!.(2-r at + p¿ur)
(3.33)

2 + !.(3pU' - o) 12 + (.(spu' - o))'
At the fixed point U* : 0,

tg'(o)t :l\#l> 1 ror a{ > o, (3.34)

so that U* :0 is locally-asymptotically stable for a!. < 0 and unstable for

a(. > 0. At the fixed points t/t : I{alB,

l,/, / -\t lt-a¿l .tro,. a(.>0.le [-vdltr)l :lr +a(.1
(3.35)

Thus, Method 3 is also unconditionally stable (to t/+) f.or a!, ) 0. In conclu-

sion, the two new finite-difference methods (Method P and Method, S) I have

constructed are both unconditionally-convergent for all values of the model

parameters and step size.

3.L.4 Numerical Experiments

To verify the convergence properties of the methods constructed in section

3'L.2, numerous simulations are áarried out to solve the model using various

iniiial and parameter values as follows:

3.1.4.1 Effect of Time-step {.

The effect of time-step was monitored by carrying out numerous simu-

lations for each method using e, : l, 0 : I and different values of / with

I/o : 0.5. RK4 simulations were also ca¡ried out for further comparisons.

The result obtained, tabulated in Table 2, clearly confirm the unconditional-

stability property of Method 2 and Method,3. Figures 3.2, 3.8, 8.4 and 3.5

depict the solution profile generated using Method -1, Rk4, Method, z and

Method,3 respectively for a: þ : I, (Jo: 0.5. For these values of. a and B,



the correct steady-state solutions are [/t : +la/ß: t1. It was observed

that while Method I gave profiles that show contrived oscillations (Figure

3.2), the RK4 method converged to false steady state [/* : 0.82 (Figure 3.3).

Since values of [/ < 0 are biologically meaningless for the real-]ife model be.

ing considered, it follows from Figure 3.5 and Table 3.2 that the second-order

unconditionally-stable scheme (Method,3) converges to a biologicaJiy unreal-

istic (albeit theoretically correct) steady state [/* : -{"lp - -1 ( 0 for

certain initial.conditions and step sizes. Method P, on the other hand, always

gave solution profiles that converged to the correct and biologically realistic

steady state [/* : 1.0 (see Figure 3.4 and rable 3.2). The Euler method

(Method l), like the RK4 method, also converged to spurious solutions for

certain values of c and B (see Figure 3.6). Figure 3.2 shows the case where

the RK4 method exhibits chaotic dynamics.

F\rrther additional simulations with various combinations of a,B,(. and

U0 were carried out. In all these simulations, unlike the other three meth-

ods,, Method 2 gave solution profiles that always converged to the correct

(biologically meaningful) steady, state (J* : ,Fn for a > 0. In other

words, Method' 2 (although only first-order accurate) has the same stability

properties as the original population model (3.3) (in the biologically-feasible

range).
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Table 3.2 : Effect of time step,/, using d, : !, 0 : I and [/o : 0.5

L Method, I Method 2 Method, 3 RK/r

0.05 c-+1 c-)1 c-+1 c-+1
0.5 c-+1 c+1 c-+1 c-+1
1.0 chaos c-+1 c-+1 c-+1
1.5 chaos c-)I oscc-+1 c -+ 0.82

10 overflow c+1 c-+-1 overflow

1000 overflow c-)1 c-+-1 overflow

Notation:

(i) ". -+ +1" means monotonic convergence to (J* : i1.

(ii) "osc c -) +1" means oscillatory convergence to (J* : *1.
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Figure 3.5 Profile of [/ using Method, Swith d,:L,0:1,Iå:0.5 and / - 10

3.1.4.2 Effect of Initial-condition (Us)

The effect of initial value Us was monitored by carrying out numerous

simulations using different set of parameter values namely a:2 and B : LlZ.
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Various values of t/0 a¡e then used in the simulations with L : r.0. These

simulations are important because methods (or models) that exhibit great

sensitivity to initial data are often associated with chaotic dynamics [i]. The

results obtained are depicted in Table 3.3. It is clea¡ from Table 3.3, that

for negative iniiial values (although biologically unrealistic), Method, p and

Method 3 gave solution profiles that converged to U- - -rl"lø - -1.
Similarly, for all positive initial values, the two methods converged to IJ* -

--={ "l ø : 2. This confirms that the fixed points, Ut : +l 
"l 0, are locally-

asymptotically stable. For large initial conditions (in magnitude), Table

3.3 shows that the RK4 and Euler methods fail (diverge). It is also worth

mentioning that when / is large (e.s. l: 10), with positive initial conditions,

Method 3 converges to the biologically unrealistic fixed point U- - -2.
Method 2, on the other hand, always gave profiles that converge to [J+ : 2

for all !. > 0 and t/s > 0. These results confirm the superior stability property

of Method, 2 over the other methods.

Table 3.3 : Effect of I/6 using d,:2, þ : Ll2 and [. - 1.0

Uo Method 1 Method, 2 Method 3 RK/r

-10 overflow c-+-2 c-+-2 overflow

-2.0 e->2 c+-2 c-+-2 c-+-2
-0.5 c-+-2 c-+-2 c-+-2 c-+-2
0.5 c-+2 c->2 c+2 c+2
2.0 c-+-2 c-+2 c-+2 c-+2
10 overflow c+2 c-+2 overflow

3.1.4.3 Effect of a

To monitor the effect of the parameter a on the various numerical meth-



ods, we simulated the four methods using {.:0.5, t/o : 0.5 and B: 1.0. The

results generated by the methods are compared in Table 3.4 below. These

results also confirm the robustness of Method 2 over all the other methods.

Table 3.4 : Effect of a using [/o : 0.,5, 0 : L and !.: 0.5

,,']-11"0, 1æ 2oo

Figure 3.6 Profile of U using Method / with e,:2, þ : !,I/o : 0.5 and L: 0.5

a, Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 RK/,

1 c+ 1f alB c + Jalp c+ lfalB c -+ \[dlP
1.5 c -+ 1f alB c+ 1f alB c -+ JalP " -+ 1["¡B
2 osc c -) tt"l p c -+ 1/alB c -+ llal B " 

-+ {"¡B
^
.+ overflow

" - 1["¡B osc c -+ J"l0 oscillation

'f overflow c -+ llalB c -+ -JalB chaos

10 overflow c -+ llalB osc c -+ J"lþ overflow
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3.2 One.Dimensional Reaction-Diffusion Model

Consider, now, the generalized one-dimensional Nagumo reaction-diffusion

system (D > 0)

* n,,t 
- 

ßit3
ôu ^0'u
-: 

lt-
At - ðx2

4'f

(3.36)



3.2.L Numerical Methods

In this section, a new finite.difference scheme is constructed for the full

Nagumo reaction-diffusion model (3.36) (a ) 0, P > 0,D > 0). The interval

0 ( ø ( tr is divided into N * 1 subintervals each of width å,, so that

(¡f + 7)h : L. The notation Ufr is used to express the solutions of the

numerical method at the point (tn,r^).

3.2.1.1 Standard Explicit Method (Method A)

A standard explicit scheme for solving (3.36) can be constructed by ap-

proximating the diffusion term in (3.36) with its explicit central-difference

approximation (CDA) given by

-),f|n +lln ---In , -rn+L (3.37)

(Method 1). Thisand the diffusion-free part by the forward-Euler method

gives

uh_r-zuh+uh+r
+ aufr - p(uh)'. (3.38)

uh*' : (t + a!. - pt(uh), - 2Dp)uh+ Dpuh+t + Dpuh_r, (8.39)

with P - ¿1h2. As witl be shown in the simulations section, this standa.rd

scheme fails when certain discretization or model parameters are used in the

simulation. An alternative (more robust) scheme is constructed below.

02u U2-,
õr'= 

-

T Tn.+1 r rrLI I" |' 
- ' 

t',"rÍr "rry _ f1_-;-_u
v

Thus,

3.2.L.2 Implicit Method (Method B)
ô2u .Here, ô¿ is approximated using the implicit CDA given by

^to'u
A*'=

Uij_'r-2(Jn+r +u#rL
(3.40)

h2



and the diffusion-free part is approximated by Method, z. This gives

u# r, uh : ou#_\ 
_ zuft+r + uhlr,

th2
+ a(zufr - Un*r) - p(Uh)ruh*', (3.41)

so that

- D P u h++\ - D p u #tt + [r + d (, + p {. (u fr)2 + z n p]un*, : (r + 2 a t) u h. G . 42)

Clearly, Method B requires the application of tri-diagonal solvers at everw

time-step.

3.2.2 Stability Analysis

In order to gain some insights into the stability of Method, B (Method A

can be analyzed in a similar manner), the matrix method of stability anaiysis

(see [19, 34, 370 is employed. Note, first of all, that the von Neumann

stability analysis is not feasible here since it only applies to linear, constant

coefficient, finite.difference approximations.

Method, B can be written in matrix-vector form a,s:

¡n1Tn+L: Bu',

where A" is a tri-diagonal matrix given by,

(3.43)

an_

dh -DP 0 ... 0

-Dp d!:* -DP 1

0 -DP di" -DP
0

: -DP dh -DP
0 ... 0 -DP di"

, (3.44)

+-t* o{.+ P¿(Uh)'*2Dp; nL:I,2,...,N. (3.4b)

q¡ith
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In (3,43), B is an lV-dimensional vector given by

B : [1 *2a{.,r *2a{.,..., 1 + 2a!.,r *2a{,]r, (3.46)

IJ' : \Ui,. . .,Ufr_r,UiÅ,

The matrix method requires (see [36])

(3.47)

ll(A")-'Bll, s 1 (3.48)

for stability (with ,S denoting the spectral norm). And this localized condi-

tion must be satisfied at every time step. The inverse matrix (A¡-r can be

determined using, for instance, NAG (Numerical Algorithm Group) routine

FjLACF, following which its spectral norm may be calcuated using NAG

routine F}ZAFF.

3.2.3 Numerical Simulations

For simulation purposes, the numerical methods (Method, -4. and Method,

B) are used to solve (3.36) subject to the boundary conditions u(-t,t) :
u(l,t): 0 and initial conditions u(r,O) : f @) : sin(¡rr).

3.2.3.1 Effect of Step-size /
In order to monitor the effect of / on the convergence properties of the

two methods, the methods were simulated using a : þ : D :1, ñ, : 0.0b,

with various values of /. The results, tabulated in Table 5.5, show that whilst

Method,4 suffers from scheme.dependent instability (it fails fo¡ certain values

of t), the novel Method B always gave solution profiles that monotonically

converge to the correct steady state solution (t/o _ g).



3.2.3.2 Effect of Diffusion Coeffi.cient D

In these simulations, the parameters a and B were assigned the value

unity. The results generated by the two methods, using /:0.001, fr,:0.05,

and various vaiues of D, are shown in Table 5.6. This table, like Table b.5,

confirms the roubustness of Method B over Method,4. Figures B.g, 8.10, s.11

and 3.12 depict the solution profiles generated using Method B at t: 0.5 for

various values of D. The profiles of. U at various times are depicted in Figure

3.13.

Additional numerical experiments, with numerous combinations of pa-

rameter values, further confirm the superior stability property of. Method,

B. These findings are consistent with the fact that implicit methods, such

as Method B, are more suitable for solving non-linear problems as against

explicit ones (e.g. Method A).

It should be mentioned that when D :0 (the ditrusion-free case), Method

,4 and Method B behave like Method 1 and Method, Z as expected.

Table 5.5 : Effect of diffusion coefficient D with / : 0.001

D Method A Method B

1 convergence convergence

2 overflow convergence

Ð overflow convergence

10 overflow convergence

100 overflow convergence
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Table 5.6 : Effect of time-step / with D :1

T. Method A Method B

0.00i convergence convergence

0.01 overflow convergence

0.1 overflow convergence

I overflow convergence

10 overflow convergence

l..s1
Figure 3.9 Profiie of U at ú:0.5using Method, Bwith a.:!,þ:I and D:0.
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Figure 3.10 Profile of I/ att:0.5 using Method B with e,:I,0:I and D: 1.
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Figure 3.L2 Profile of [/ att:0.5 using Method, Bwith e,:I,þ:I and D:5.

Legend
t=0.1
t=0.2
t=0.5

Figure 3.13 Profiles of [/ using Method Bwith d,:2,þ:2 and D - 1.
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Chapter 4

European Option Pricing Model

4.L Background

As financiai ma¡kets have become more sophisticated, more complex con-

tracts than simple buy/sell trades have been introduced. Financial deriva-

tives (such as options) can give investors of all kinds a great range of oppor-

tunities to tailor their dealings to their investment needs laO]. Optlon prices

generally respond in an exaggerated way to changes in the underlying asset

price and they depend on many factors, such as asset price, 'randomness' of

the asset price (volatility) and interest rate 118]. Option pricing is considered

to be among the most complex problems in mathematical finance because

they need intensive application of stochastic calculus.

since the introduction of the Black-scholes model in 1973 [5], option

pricing ha"s received increasing attention from financial institutions. The

Black-Scholes model, which deats with option valuation, can generally be

transformed to the simple heat equation (for which well developed solution

schemes are available) for simple option problems [18]. It should be men-

tioned, however, that it is often difficutt to reduce a complex finance model

to simpler forms.

The need for accurate and efficient numerical schemes for use to solve op-

tion pricing problems (so that the option price can be accurately predicted

at a reduced computation cost) cannot be over emphasized. The three most

widely-used numerical techniques in option pricing are Finite.difference, Lat-

tice and Monte Carlo methods. The first two methods usualiy need more

computations for complicated models l3g]. A drawback of the Monte.Carlo
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method is that it cannot be used to price options which are continuously

early-exercisable (the option can be exercised before maturity) [18]. That

is, this method is not suitable for pricing certain types of options such as

American options. Although Lattice methods are perhaps the most popu-

lar numerical methods in computational finance, they are (in fact) simple

explicit finite difference schemes. It has been demonstrated ihat standard

Lattice methods are not suitable for a number of option pricing problems [89].

Various explicit and implicit schemes were used to solve models of option

pricing [6, 16]. Courtedon [9] developed a second order accurate finite dif-

ference method for valuing options. Recently, Mayo [zl] developed a fourth

order method in the iog of asset prices to evaluate American options. The

focus of this chapter is, therefore, to develop and implement a new, stable,

second-order, computationally-efficient, finite difference method for solvinp

the Black-Scholes equation.

4.2. Discretization

In this section, a method based on the use of Padé approximation wiil

be constructed and used to solve the vanilla European Put option, which is

modelled through the use of the Black-scholes equation. A put option is the

right to sell the underlying assets (such as stocks) with a fixed price at a

certain time (maturity). Suppose the maturity of the option occurs at time

t : T. Then, the partial differential equation for a Put option is given by [i8]

õu o2S2 02u ^Du
at + 2 asr*r5* - r?'t': {)'

subject to the boundary conditions

u(0,t) - g"-r(r-t),

sl$ "(S, 
ú) : 0,

(4.1)
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and the terminal condition

u(S,T): max(E - ,S,0), (4.3)

where u is the option price, ú is time, o is volatility, S is the asset price, r is

the interest rate and .E is the st¡ike price. The B-S IBVP (4.1)-(4.3) will be

discretized as follows:

A finite number of different, equally spaced times between the cu¡rent

time (ú : 0) and the maturity of the option, (t : ?) are chosen. That

is, Aú : TIN and the toial of N + 1 times are considered. similarly, a

finite number of different, equally spaced stock prices are also chosen. We

suppose that ,S,,,o is a stock price which is suffi.ciently high that, when it
is reached, the put has virtually no value. We define A,S : S*o,f M and

consider a total of M f 1 stock prices. One of these is assumed to be the

current stock price. Then, by the above discretization, a grid consisting of

a total of (M + 1)(¡/* 1) points is constructed. The mesh point (i, j) on

the grid is the point that corresponds to time eAú and stock price jAS. The

variable u¿¡ is used to denote the value of the option at the (i, j) mesh point.

using central difference approximation for # *o ffi, *u"orespec-
tively by

n i-r] i-rlou _ui+i-ui_iâs- zas '

^o ;J-1 ;Jl _ )o,i!lo'u _ uj+i + uj_i -*3
as, - as, '

the Biack-Scholes equation is written in discrete form (using the Method of

Lines\ as

ry :Au + c(Ð.
dt,

In (4.6), the solution vector U is given by

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)LJ' : {rT,ui,. . .,u'l} for n: 0,1, . . ., ¡tr.



And C(ú) arises from

in (4.2), it is given by

,4. is a tridiagonal matrix

[-

given by

h cv o "'
a2 bz C2

: O*,-, bUl-t

0 "' 0 bw

the use of the non-homogenous boundary conditions

C(t) : [ø1u(0, ú),0, . ..,0]t;

0

0

vtul - 7

c¡v7

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)

where
rj o2j2aj:1_ z,

bj:o2j2+r,

and

.. - -'j -o'j'"j-- Z 2

Letting [,: Lt and fr, - AS, it can be shown that the

satisfies the recurrence relation [33]

(4.r2)

solution U(t) of (4.6)

U(r + {) : 
"¿AU(r) 

* ['*t e!+¿-s)A1(s)ds, ú : 0, ¿,2¿,. .. (4.13)
JT

It should be mentioned that the option pricing model is always associated

with the terminal condition (condition at the maturity (¿ - ")) 
instead of

the initiai condition (t : O). Therefore, in solving the difference equation,

we should do a backward iteration instead of a forward iteration. Thus. by

replacing I with -1, equation (4.13) is rewritten as

u(¿ - l) : "-¿otJ(r) 
* ['-t "(t-4-s)Aç(s)ds, 

t:0,1.,21,,. ..' Jt
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The integrai term in (a.la) can be approximated, to second-order, using the

trapezodial rule to give

['-t 
"{r-t-,)AC(r)d, = -! lcU - ¿\ + e.-¿Ac(t\] t =It 2L ' ')'u v\ullr ':0'!''2¿'"' (4'15)

Using (4.15) in (4.14) gives

u(ú- t) : 
"-teuþ) - :l"tr- ¿) +e-¿Ac(ú)], ú :0,t,2t,... (4.16)

The development of numerical methods for solving the Black-Scholes IBVP,

consisting of equations (4.1)-(4.3), is now based on using appropriate approx-

imation to the exponentials in (4.16). To achieve o(h2 * /2) and ,Ls-stability,

the (2,0) Padé approximant, given by,

e-tA x (r + u, +;¿, Ar)-' * oçn 7, (4.r7)

will be used to approximale e-tA in (4.t6). This gives

BU(ú - t) :U(ú) - Irf""A- /) + C(Ðl t:0,t.,2{.,. .., (4.18)

where B - (I + {A+ it A') is a .quin-diagonal matrix. Thus, the solution of

the Black-Scholes equation can be obtained using an o(h2 *12) scheme that

involves the application of a quin-diagonal solver (to solve a linear algebraic

system) at each time step. Although the .Ls-stable algorithm (4.1g) is of

high-order accuracy in comparison to ihe tradítional first-order explicit and

implicit methods (based on (0,1) and (1,0) Padé approximants respectively),

its sequential implementation may incur substantial computation costs (re.

quire the use of quin-diagonal solvers at each time step) and storage. A

technique for circumventing this drawback is discussed in section 4.4.
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4.3 Transformation to Simple Heat Equation

The PDE in (a.1) is a reaction-diffusion-convection equation with non-

constant coefficients. Fìrrthermore, the equation is cleariy in "backward"

form, with final data given at t : T.

The first thing to do is to get rid of ,9 and 52 in ðu/õS and 02uf0S2 r*
spectively. At the same time, we seek to convert the equation to a "forwa¡d"

form. Using the transformation f3gl

S : Ee', t:T - $ ad u(s,ú) : Eg(r,r), (4.1g)
2

it can be shown that (4.1) becomes

og 
- 

õ'g r tt^ .,tõg t- ^#: A* + tk, - 1)ñ - tcß (4.20)

where h: rlio2. F\rrthermore, the initial conditions become

g(n,o): max(1 - e',0). (4.21)

For some constants a and þ (fo be found), let

g :.eo'*þ'u(r,r). (4.22)

Substituting (a.22) into (4.20) gives

^.0u t ^0u 02u ã¡tpo+ U:e'?)+zafi+#+(k, -I)(au+ Ar-kp). (4.28)

The u term in (4.23) is eliminated by choosing

þ : a2 + (frt - L)a - fu. (4.24)

It can be seen that the choice

0:2a + (frr - 1) (4.25)

eliminates Lhe ôu f 0r term as well. These equations for o and p give

11d--;(k'-t), þ:-nØr+i)'. (4.26)



We then have

g(r,r) : ¿-L&'-t')ø-f ('tr+r¡2r u(r,r),

where,

for -co(r<oo.r)0.
with,

u(ø,0) : oo(ø) : max feå('t'-t)" - eå('t'+t)', O1 .

Thus, the change of va¡iables

S : Ee', t:T - u(S,t) : Eg(x,r),

with

^ñOoa o"u

0r ôx2

(4.27)

(4.28)

.f
---6-.o''T

(4.2s)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

g (r, r) : ¿-|(r'-t )t- f,(re*r)2r u (r, r), t, : 2J,

transforms the Black-Scholes model into the following IBVP for the European

Put option
õu _ ô2u

.ðr Ðr2

subject to the iniiial and boundary conditions

(4.33)o(ø,0) : marK(eå(h-r)a - rå{r'+r),, g¡

,]i% u(t,r) - "l?"-r)'+f('br-r)2r

,l{g u(ø, î) : 0.

It is, of course, easier to solve the diffusion equation (4.82) than the original

Black-Scholes equation (a.1). In other words, it is easier to numerically

solve the simple heat equation and then, by change of variabies, convert the

solutions into those of the Black-Scholes model. It should be mentioned.,

however, that for complicated finance models, particularly the multi-factor

models, it is not always feasible to reduce the problem to that of solving a



constant coeffi.cient diffusion equation. In such cases, there is little choice

but to design schemes for the generalized (full) Black-Scholes model. This

is the main reason for our elaboration on the more general non-transformed

case in Section 4.2.

A popular finiie.difference method for solving PDEs such as (4.1) is the

Crank-Nicholson method fz] wtrictr is based on the use of the diagonal (1, 1)

Padé approximant in (a.16). This scheme, although second-order in space

and time, is only A6-stable. Thus, it is unsuited for use to solve problems with

time-dependent boundary conditions or problems in which discontinuities

exist between initial and boundary conditions (such as in the Black-Scholes

model).

To circumvent these drawbacks, ,L6-stable methods are used (see [tO, SS]

on the superiority of .Ls-stable methods over .4.¡-stable ones). Therefore,

a balance of accuracy, stability and available computing resources dictated

my selection of the subdiagonal (2,0) Padé approximant for use in (a.16)

to soive the option pricing problem. It is easy to show that the method I
constructed, resulting from the use of the (2,0) Padé approximant in (4.16),

is o(hz *12) and .06-stable. Thus, the new rnethod witl be expected to have

better stability properties in comparison to the Ls-stable Crank-Nicholson

method.

As discussed earlier, the Method, of Li,nes reduces the partial differential

equation (4.32) with the non-homogenous boundary conditions (4.33) into a

system of the form

: AtY * Cr(r),

60

^rd, (4.34)



where, now,

a.-r rr 
-

-2p p

p -2p
(4.35)

with p : Llh2, Ct(") : lpu(0,1),0,...,0]t and V" : {u?,a|,...,a,i}.
Similarly, a grid consisting of a total of (M+1)(,nf+t) points is constructed. If
we denote l,,h as the time step in r and the space step in ø respectively, where

0 < r ( 7 and Ímin ( r lrmaxtthenM x!,:7 and,n/ x å: Øma:< -Ømin.
Note that the terminal condition ú : 7 is now transformed into the initial

condition r : 0. Thus, the solution vector V(r) satisfies the recurrence

relation

V(r + l) : ¿tA'yt) * ["*t "(r*t-k)Arc'.k)dk. (4.36)
JT

The integral in (4.36) is approximated using the trapezoidal rule to get

v(r + l) : ¿tatvî) + licr{r + t) + "¿A'crçrì). Ø.sT)

Using the (2,0) Padé approximation to rzAr giv€s

0

p

ip
0 ... 0

0

0

-2p p

p -2p

ByY(r + I) --v(r) + {Wr"r{, + t) +cr(')l

where Bt: I -lAt++¿'zA?. Like the method in Section 4.2, aquin-diagonal

solver is needed to implement (4.38) at every time step.

4.4. Parallel Implementation

As mentioned above, the sequential implementation of the methods based

on the (2,0) Padé approximation require the use of quin-diagonal solvers.

This is, of course, computationally demanding. The situation becomes worse

if we use higher order Padé approximations (such as the (3,0) or the (4,0)

(4.38)
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Padé approximants). An alternative method is to employ parallel compution.

with the rapid development of computer technology, parallel computing

provides a mechanism for solving computational-intensive problems such as

those associated with computational finance. Note that (4.88) can be re-

written as

v(r + {) : (r - u+, +lrn)-'r(") (4.3e)

(4.40)

+ tl"r, + t) + (r - u+, *lra:)-'"r')]
The above equation can be expressed in partial-fraction splitting form as:

f*,(t - r{.A1)-r + kz(I - r2tA)-t] r(r)

llrrU - r/,A1)-L + k2(I - r2tA1)-r] 
"(") 

+ lrcft + t¡

where rt : 11 : à(t * z) and lq : kr: å(1 - z) a.re complex constants.

Then, V(r + /) may now be obtained in parallel a,s follows:

Processor 1 : (I - r{.A)w1 : krV(r)

(I-r2l,A)w2 :kzY(r)

(4.4t)

Processor 2 : (I - r1{,A)21 : krC(r)

(I -r2{.A1)22 :kzC(r)

V(r+/) : v/r*wz * !Þr*zz+C(r +l)l

Note that, since 11 : rz a¡rd kt: Ez,Lt follows tjat (see lfS])

Processor i : (1 - r(.Ay)w1 fr1V(r)

Zfue(w1)

(4.42)

Processor 2 : (I - rl.A)21 : fuC(r)

Qr
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Qz : 2Re(21)
v

V(r + t) : et + r[q, + C(r + l)]

In both (4.4r) and (4.42), the solution vector v(r+/) is computed using two

processors running currently, each of which solves a linear algebraic system

using a single tri-diagonal solver at every time step (as against quin-diagonal

solvers). Clearly, although not reported here, such parallel implementations

lead to substantial savings in computation time and computer storage (in

comparison to the corresponding sequential implementations). In summary,

the main contribution in this chapter is the design of an o(hz +P),.Ls-stable

algorithm that enables the option price to be computed (predicted) efficiently

(using parallel computing).

4.5. Numerical Verification

4.5.L Full Black-Scholes Model

To test the behaviour of the numerical scheme (4.18), based on the use

of the (2,0) Padé approximant in (4.16), numerous simulations were ca¡ried

out using the foilowing parameter values: T :1 year, r : 0.L, o : 0.8

and E : 100. The true value of this Put at the stock price ,s : 100 is

determined using the binomial tree method wiih up to 2000 steps, and is

given as 7.216386.

The results generated using the method (4.i8) is compared with those

obtained using two well-known standard first-order methods namely: the

(0, 1) Padé explicit method and the .ls-stable (1,0) Padé implicit method.

The results (absolute errors) are reported in Tabtes 4.1-4.3. In these tables,

nú is the number of time steps, and n^9 is the number of intervals in the ,S

direction. We choose S-io: 0, 5*o:200.

It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the explicit method is not robust
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enough. It diverges for certain values of the discretization parameters.

Tabie 4.1 : Explicit method (based on (0,1) Padé) for European Option

without transformation

Exact Put value Absolute error nt nS

7.216386 6.472115 0.744271 i0 20

7.216386 Divergence 10 40

7.216386 7.tr3129 0.103257 20 20

7.216386 Divergence 20 +U

7.216386 7.083097 0.133289 40 20

7.216386 Divergence 40 40

7.216386 Divergence 40 80

Tabie 4.2 and Table 4.3 show that the (1, 0) Padé implicit method (which is

.L6-stable) and the .L¡-stable (2,0) parallel method have much better stabil-

ity properties than the explicit method arising from the use of (0, 1) Padé

approximant in (a.16). This, of course, is consistent with the weli-known

fact that -ts-stable implicit schemes are more robust (in terms of stability)

ihan explicit methods. Table 4.3 further confirm the superiority, in terms of

computational accuracy, of the o(hz + ¿2) (2,0) Padé method over the other

two first-order methods.
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Table 4.2 : Implicit method (based on (1,0) Padé) for European Option

without transformation

Exact Put value Absolute error nt nS

7.216386 6.917384 0.299002 10 20

7.216386 7.047645 0.168741 10 40

7.216386 6.985141 0.237245 20 20

7.216386 7.rL2318 0.104068 20 40

7.216386 7.019024 0.197362 40 20

7.216386 7.t44777 0.071609 +U 40

7.2i6386 7.175542 0.040844 40 80

7.216386 7.183195 0.033191 40 160

Table 4.3 : Parallel (2,0) Padé method for European Option without

transformation

Exact Put value Absolute error nt nS

7.216386 7.046295 0.170091 10 20

7.216386 7.L70949 0.045437 10 40

7.216386 7.05t226 0.16516 20 20

7.216386 7.775597 0.040789 20 40

7.216386 7.052572 0.163814 40 20

7.216386 7.176864 0.039522 40 40

7.216386 7.207325 0.00906i 40 80

7.2L6386 7.214904 0.00i482 ^n=U 160
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4.5.2 The Transformed Black-Scholes Model

The coordinates ú, ^9 are transformed to r, ø respectively (4.32),(4.33). We

choose Ømin : -9.5, Íma* : 0.5, corresponding to .9,rr1r, È 0, S-o : 160 with

0 < r < 0.045, o : 0.3. The new O(hz + 8), Ls-stable method desigaed

in Section 4.3 is used to solve the transformed Black-Scholes model. The

results obtained are also compared with those obtained using the standard

first-order explicit and implicit methods. These are shown in Tables 4.4-4.6.

Table 4.4 : Explicit method (based on (0,1) Padé) for transformed

European Option model

Exact Put value Absolute error NT Iþ&

7.216386 6.328616 0.88777 10 40

7.216386 8.664708(failed) 10 80

7.216386 7.050204 0.166182 20 80

7.216386 Divergence 20 160

7.2L6386 6.204828 i.01i558 40 40

7.2t6386 7.019965 0.19642r 40 80

7.216386 7.188730 0.027656 40 160

7.216386 7.208365 0.008021 40 200
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Table 4.5 : Implicit method (based on (1,0) Padé) for transformed

European Option model

Exact Put value Absolute error NT m1

7.216386 6.007630 1.208756 10 40

7.216386 6.866610 0.349776 10 80

7.216386 6.928363 0.288023 20 80

7.216386 7.103772 0.L126r4 20 160

7.216386 6.124482 1.091904 40 40

7.216386 6.959040 0.267346 40 80

7.216386 7.r32t33 0.084253 40 160

7.216386 7.L52209 0.064t77 40 200

Table 4.6 : Parallel (2,0) Padé method for transformed European Option

model

Exact Put value Absolute error NT nr
7.216386 6.157258 1.059128 10 40

7.216386 6.983973 0.232413 10 80

7.216386 6.988059 0.228327 20 80

7.216386 7.159135 0.057251 20 160

7.2i6386 6.163922 1.052464 40 40

7.216386 6.989179 0.227207 40 80

7.216386 7.1601i3 0.056273 40 160

7.216386 7.I7997i) 0.036411 40 200

Although the transformation to the simple heat equation greatly eases

the computation process, it is evident from Tables 4.4-4.6 that more com-

putation steps (in both spatial and temporal directions) a¡e needed to get
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the same accuracy obtained in the non-transformed Black-Scholes equation.

In both cases (the transformed and the non-transformed), the above tables

clearly show that the two implicit methods (based on (1,0) and (2,0) Padé

approximations in (4.i6) and (a.36)) are more robust in comparison to the ex-

plicit method (based on (0,1) Padé). This finding confirms the fact that the

implicit schemes (although generally more computationally involved) have

superior stability properties than explicit methods. Furthermore, the novel

O(h2 +12) ,Ls-stable method I constructed proved to be more reliable in bet-

ter (accurately) predicting the option price. Similar results were obtained

when various (other) combinations of parameter values were used.
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Chapter 5

A Fredator-Frey System

5.1 F\rnctional Responses

A functional response of the predator to the prey density refers to the

change in the density of prey attacked perunittime per predator as the prey

density changes. The simplest model of functional response is obtained by

assuming that, in the time available for searching, the total change in the prey

density/substrate concentration is proportional to the prey density/substrate

concentration.

Hence, if r(t) represents the prey density/substrate concentration at time

Í, the functional response is au (ú), where ø > 0 is a constant. Such a mono-

tonic response function was used by Lotka in 1925 to study a hypothetical

chemicai reaction; and by Volterra in 1926 to model a predator-prey interac-

tion (see fat] and the references therein).

F\rrther studies on predator-prey systems subject to functional responses

have been carried out by numerous authors [14, 26, 31]. In most of these

studies, it is assumed that the functional response passes through the origin

and has continuous second derivative. It is also assumed that the functional

response is an increasing and bounded function. It is easy to check that

standard functional responses such a,s Holling type II [ta], given by /(ø) :
.fl

=, 
and Ivlev function [26], given bV /(") : I - e-"' (a > 0), satisfy these

L'-1- JJ

conditions.

The Michaelis-Menten response function, which features prominentiy in

enzymatic reactions, is given by

p(x) : a*n'
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where m ) 0 is the ma-tmal growth rate of the species and a ) 0 is the

half-saturation constant [31]. The sigmoidal response function,

plr):#*, (5.2)

is another widely-used response function. Setting ä : 0 in (5.2) gives the

well-known Holling type.III function [31]

p(x): mx2
(5.3)

a*12'

In general, a response function p(ø) satisfies the following hypothesis [31]:

" p(x) is a continuously twice differentiable function defined on [0, co).

p(o) : o. p'(ø) > o

lim"*-p(n):M<æ.

These assumptions imply that p(ø) is monotonic (which is true in many

predator-prey systems). However, experimental observations indicate that

this need not always be true. In microbial dynamics, for instance, experi-

ments reveal that non-monotonic responses occur at the microbial ievel [14].

Such an inhibitory effect is modelled using the Monod-Halda¡re response func-

tion, given by [ta]

p(r):#Tæ. (b.4)

In this chapter, we concentrate on the dynamical and numerical analyses

of a predator-prey system of Gause.type [26] with a non-monotonic "group

defence" functional response.

5.2 Group Defence Model

" Group defence" describes the phenomenon whereby predation

creased, or even prevented altogether, due to the increased ability

is d+

of the
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prey to better defend or disguise themselves when their numbers are large

enough [+o]. For example, a single musk ox can be successfully attacked by

wolves. Small herds of musk ox (2-6 animals) are attacked but with rare

success. No successful attacks have been observed in larger herds [40].

To study the predator-prey interaction when the prey exhibits group de-

fense, FYeedman and Wolkowicz [14], Mischaikow and Wolkowicz [26], and

lVolkowicz [40] proposed the following model

xe(x, K) - ap@),

aeD + q(ø)).

s(K, K): 0,9(0, K) > 0,J55 sQ, K) ( oo, s,(r, K) < 0,

9x(x,/{) > 0, s,x(r, K) > 0,Ji35 9,(n, K) : g.

It is easy to see that the logistic function

v-

(Ð.Ð.,

(5.6)

where z and E are functions of time representing population densities of prey

and predator respectively; K > 0 is the carrying capacity of the prey and

D > 0 is the death rate of the predator. The function g(x, K) represents the

specific growth rate of the prey in the absence of the predator and is assumed

to satisfy the following conditions (for r 2 0,/f > 0) laO]:

g(r,K): r(1 - ft1, lÐ./J

satisfies the conditions in (5.6). In (5.5), the function p(r) denotes the preda-

tor response. It is assumed that p(ø) satisfies

p(o) :0, p(ø) > o;

p'(r) > o;

p'(r) < o;

0<

r>

>0.

r 1M,

M.

7L

(5.8)



The rate of conversion of prey to predator is described by q(r). It is

assumed that q(ø) has properties similar to p(r). That is,

q(0) : 0, q(r) > 0;

q'(ø) > o;

q'(r) < o;

(5.e)

for both functions p

We shall now study

s0

>0.

r1M

M

F\¡rthermore, it is assumed that the constant M holds

and q (although this may not always hold in general).

the dynamics of the fiv+parameter model i31]:

a+12'
(5.1o)

a : f2(n,y): , (#*_ D) .

It is easy to see from (5.10) that the functions p(ø) : 

-.,L 
and q(ø) :

o,+fr"
pp(r) satisfy the assumptions (5.8) and (5.9) respectively. Since all the model

parameters and variables must be non-negative (otherwise, the model is not

biologicatly realistic), we only restrict our attention to the dynamics of (5.10)

in the first quadrant {(2, A) | r ) 0, A > 0} in the (r, g) plane. The aim

here is to determine the qualitative features of the model (5.10) (using locai

stability iheory) and then design a robust numerical scheme (with the same

stability properties) for its solution. First of all, we discuss the existence of

equilibrium solutions.

5.3 Equilibrium Solutions

The equilibrium solutions of (5.10) satisfy

a*12

r : f1(r,y) : ,, (t - +) -

"(t-+)-
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'(#æ-D) 
: o

Solving the second equation of (5.11) gives

u*:o * #ry-D:0.
Substituting E* : 0 into the first equation gives

,r. (r- o) : o

Thus, the two equilibrium solutions of the system (5.10) are (0,0) and (¡f,0).

F\rrthermore, interior equilibrium solutions (, # 0,A + 0) exist for (b.10) if
and only if

:Æñ-D:0. (b.14)
o,+ lr*)

It follows from (5.14) that an interior equilibrium of (5.t0) exists if

D(r.)'- lrr* *aD -0
has a positive root. The condition for this to hold is

\o. r ô/

¡f'- 4aD2 > o. (5.16)

Biologically, (5.16) is necessary for the persistence (no extinction) of the

ecosystem [31]. It can be shown that the system (5.10) undergoes a sad-

dle node bifurcation [31] whenever ¡] - 4aD2 - 0. After computing the

r-component of an interior equilibrium (corresponding to a positive root

of (5.15)), the corresponding gf-component is obtained by solving the follow-

ing equation for E in terms of ø*. That is, from (5.11), we have

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.17)"".(r -i)-a;fty:,,

a*:r(t-#) [ø+(ø.)2].
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Clearly, to ensure A* ) 0, a second condition must be satisfied namely:

r* < K. (5.19)

Consequently, the phase portraits of system (5.10) can be divided into the

following three cases

e Case l, p' - 4aD2 < 0. In this case, the system (5.10) has no interior

equilibria (since the roots of (5.15) are complex);

o Case 2, p' - 4aD2 : 0 and # < K. In this ca^se, the system (5.10)

has a unique interior equilibrium (ro,Ao) where ro : #n, Ao : r(I -
p)(a + rl);

ø Case 3: p,2 - 4aD2 > 0. Here, the system (5.10) has at most two

interior equilibria in addition to the equilibria (0,0) and (¡f,0). They

are denoteAby @r,Ar)_!r,Sù, where

,,_ll-t/lt2-4aD' - Ør\ ¡ z\ ,p^.
zD ¡ut:"(.t-u)1"*rí), (5.20)

5.4 Stability Analysis

It is easy to show that the Jacobian of the model (5.10) is

J(r,y) :
, [, - 

2t 
-a@- @)2)l ø

L- K (a+n2)2 I a*rz

apla - r'l þ, _ Dl"+"'f a,+ 12 - '

(5.21)

Substitutine @,a) - (0,0) into (5.21) gives

l, o l
J(0,0) : I I

LO _D)
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The eigenvalues of (5.22) are r > 0 and -D < 0 (since all model param-

eters are non-negative). Thus, the equilibrium solution (0,0) is unstable.

Similarly, substitutine @,U): (K,0) into the Jacobian (5.21) gives

J(K,o): (5.23)

¡.t'K -Da*K2

aI K2

The eigenvalues of J(K,O)are -r ( 0 and 4+-D. Clearly, the equilib-
al llo

rium soiution (K,0) is stable if and only if #, - D <0. The dynamics

analysis of the other associated (interior) equilibrium solutions (ø1, 91) and

(nz,Az) can also be examined in a similar way (see [31] for detailed discus-

sion).

5.5 Numerical Methods

The aim here is to construct a competitive numerical scheme that has the

same stability and convergence properties as the predator-prey system (5.10).

As in subsection 3.7.2, the development of numerical methods is based on

approximaiing the derivatives in (5.10) by their first-order forward-difference

approximations given by

4:X(t+¿)-X(t) r ñto\
dt- ¿ +u\L)'

dY Y(t + ¿) -Y(t) + o(¿).

5.5.1 Forward Euler Method

The forward Euler method for solving (5.10) is given by

Xn+r - Xn ^t/ /., _ X"\ X"Y"
¿ : r/,f.n\I- K)-a+Xn,

(5.24)

(5.25)



Y"+t - Y" : 
"(#h-")

That is,

so that,

(t + rl)x"

(5.27)

(5.28),*n(y.:'¡*|

Yn+t : hz(Xn,h):
L+D!.

Although the novel method (5.27) is constructed implicitly, equation (5.28)

enables it to be implemented explicitiy at every time-step. Since it does

not have a negative term on its right hand side, the implicit method (5.28)

satisfies the positivity requirement of the model (5.10). That is to say,

with any positive initial condition (X(0) > 0 and y(0) > 0), solving the

xn+r = et(xn,h): (r*rn-r¿* - ffi,) "" (5.26)

Y,+t = ez(xn,v*): h+ tu,(#h- 
")

5.5.2 Novel Implicit Method

A novel method for solving (5.10) is:

tlLAn*l - An :
T.

Xn+r : ht(Xn,,h):

z Y ..r Xn+th
"x"(1 --f) --ffi,

,.ffi)"



model (5.10) using (5.28) guarantees non-negative solutions (that is, X(ú) > 0

and Y(ú) ) 0 for all 0 < ú < *). The standard forward Euler method (5.26),

on the other hand, admits negative terms on its right hand side. Conse-

quently, it will be expected to suffer from scheme-dependent instabilities.

5.6 Fixed Points Analyses

5.6.1 Forward Euler Method

It is easy to see that the fixed points of the Forward Euler method (5.26)

are the same as the equilibrium points of (5.10). In line with the Fixed Point

Theorem [38], a fixed point (X*, Y-) of a numerical method is said to be

stable if all the associated eigenvalues (of the Jacobian at the fixed point)

are less than one in magnitude. The Jacobian of (5.26) is

L*r{.- 2!rX ¿Y 2{.X2Y ¿X

J(X,Y):

* (r+u 2px' \
GTW)

alX2

r+¿(#-D)

Evaluating the Jacobian (5.29) at the fixed point (0,0) gives

(5.2e)

(5.30)J(0,0)

The eigenvalues of (5.30) are

t - D(.. Thus, the fixed point

at (K,0) gives

t * r{. > 1 (since r and (, are positive) and

(0,0) is unstable. Similarly, evaluating (5.29)

I t+,t:L 
O

ol
L-D( )'

[,K
a* K2

,*¿(#-D)
(5.31)J(K,O):

L-r(.



The eigenvalues of (õ.31) are 1 - r!. anð, r + ¿ (#- D). Thus, the

fixed point (K,0) is stable if and only if

l1-r!l< 1 and j*t(#r-r) <1. (5.32)

The inequalities in (5.32) imply that r{. ( 2 and D -: . 4*=, < D. Thus,
L o,+ Ko

it is clea¡ that for large step sizes, even when #, < D, the forward Euler

method will fail to converge to the fixed point (K,0). This is not consistent

with the dynamics of the original system (5.10); which has a stable fixed

point (I(,0) provided + < D. Thus, the forward Euler scheme will
o, * ll"

suffer schem+dependent numerical instability.

5.6.2 Novel Implicit Method

It is easy to verify that the fixed points of the new implicit method (5.28)

are the same as the equilibrium points of the original system (5.10). Evalu-

ating the associated Jacobian of (5.28) at the fixed point (0,0) gives

t*r(. 0

"r(0,0) _ (5.33)

L+D¿
1

with eigenvalues 1 * r{. > I and ,;n Thus, the fixed point (0,0) is

unstable. Similarly, the Jacobian at the fixed point (K,0) is

LK¿

J(K,o) -
r * r!. (L + r¿)(a + K2)

t- úK
i 

-' o+K'- 1+D¿

(5.34)

1

The eigenvalues of (5.34) are ;-- ( 1 for r,l ) 0 andI*r(.
1'! P¿K'Æ.rhe



fixed point (K,0) is stable provided

1 , p,¿K
ti--

a*K2
I+ D¿

<1. ('l.,JÐJ

(5.36)

This implies that (.I(,0) is stable if

#'o
This requirement, for the stability of (K,0), is exactly the same as in the

continuous case discussed in Section 5.4. Thus, the implicit method (5.28)

has the same stability property as the original system (5.10).

5.7 Numerical Experiments

To test the stability and convergence properties of the forward Euler and

the novel impiicit methods constructed in Section 5.5, numerous numerical

experiments were carried out using the two methods to solve (5.10) as follows:

5.7.L Experiment 1: Effect of the Time-Step, /
The effect of time-step, l, on the stability of the two methods was mon-

itored by simulaiing the methods with the following parameter and initial

va,lues: r : 0.1, D : 0.L,ø : 100, l-t : t.5,k : 1000 andX(0) - 10,Y(0) - 3

a¡d va¡ious step sizes. The results are tabulated in Table 5.1.

It is evident from Table 5.1 that the new implicit method is more com-

petitive in terms of numerical siability. These experiments reveal that, when

the time step is large, the forward Euler method cea"ses to satisfy the positive

requirement of the model. For instance, using / : 100 and positive initial

condition X(0) - 10, y(0) : 8, the forward Euler method gave negative so-

lution after one iteration; and diverges shortly thereafter. The novel implicit
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method, on the other hand, gives profiles that are always free of such nume¡-

ical instabilities. Table 5.2 depicts the effect of the time-step with K : 15

and p :2.5 (retaining the other parameters and initial values as above). In

this case, the forward Euler method gave wrong (spurious) solutions for large

step sizes.

The effect of initial conditions was also monitored using the parameters

used to generate Table 5.1. Table 5.3 depicts the case where X(0) : 10 and

Y(0) : 1gg. Expectedly, the forward Euler method failed; but the novel

implicit method always converged to the correct steady-state solution.

Table 5.1 : Effect of time-step

L Forward Euler Method Novel Implicit Method

0.1 convergence convergence

1.0 convergence convergence

10 convergence convergence

100 overflow convergence

i000 overflow convergence
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Table 5.2 : Effect of time-step with K : L5, þ:2.5

Forward Euler Method Novel Implicit Method

0.1 convergence convergence

1.0 convergence convergence

10 spurious solution convergence

100 overflow convergence

1000 overflow convergence

Table 5.3 : Effect of time-step with X(0) : 10 and Y(0) : 1gg

n
L Forward Euler Method Novel Implicit Method

0.1 convergence convergence

1.0 convergence convergence

10 overflow convergence

100 overflow convergence

1000 overflow convergence

5.7.2 Experiment 2: Efrect of p

The effect of p on the dynamics of (5.10) was monitored by simulating

the two methods with r - 0.1, D :0.2,ø: 300, K : L2, X(0) - 10 and

y(0) - 8. Table 5.4 depicts the results obtained for various values of p using

l.:10.
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Table 5.4 : Effect of u

It is evident from Table 5.4 that, when ¡-P - 4aD is small but positive, both

methods converge to the right steady-state solution. F\rrthermore, while the

forward Euler method exhibits chaotic dynamics when p becomes larger, the

novel impiicit method always converges to the correct steady state solution.

We also observed that when the time step / becomes larger, or the initial

conditon Y(0) becomes larger, the forward Euler method fails (confirming its

well-known sensitivity to step-sizês and initial conditions). F\rrther numerical

simulations, using various combinations of parameters, gave results that are

consistent with the above conclusions.

5.8 Predator-prey Model with Difrusion

A number of authors have incorporated diffusion in modelling epidemio-

logical systems to account for the mobility (in spatial direciion) of the various

populations of the model (see, for instance [7]). Consequently, in order to

simulate mobiiity and spatial distribution in our predator-prey model (5.10),

we consider the case where the ratio of each of the model populations (ø

and g) can change at random in spatial direction. Thus, we extend the

l-L ¡.P - 4aD2 K Forward Euler Method Novel Implicit Method

ú <0 converge to (K,0) converge to (K,0)

o <0 converge to (K,0) converge to (K,0)

7 >0 K 1rt converge to (K,0) converge to (K,0)

ð >0 111K1n2 converge to (ø1, 91) converge to (r1, E1)

10 >0 x11K112 chaos converge to (ø1, E1)
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model (5.i0) to a reaction-diffusion one given by

Ø\
- K)-

ra , oã2r
a+r'z-t Ar'' (5.37)

0y ( pr -\ -02u
=: ul--: ^-Dl+P-,ðt "\a*rz J ö22'

where P is the diffusion constant and z is the spatial variable.

Like in previous chapters, a competitive numerical scheme for (5.37) can

be constructed by using the novel implicit method (5.28) to approximate the

diffusion-free part; and the weighted central-difference approximant, given

by

for the spatial derivative. In (5.38), fr, is ihe space step.

The interval 0 ( z 1 L is divided into N* 1 subintervals each of width h,

so that (N + t)h : -L and the time variabie ú is discretized in steps of length

{.. The solutions ø(ú,,, z*) and, O(t.,,r*), are sought at each point (nl.,mz)

where nL: 0,7,2,. .., N * 1 and fl: 0,1,2,.... The notations Xfr and Yfi

will be used to denote the solutions of the numerical schemes. It is convenient

to define the vectors

X' : (Xi, X?, Xi,. . ., XK¡,Xfr*r)t

Y' : (Y{,Yi,Yi,. . .,Yft,Yft*r),

with 7 denoting transpose. Using the novel implicit method (5.28)

equation (5.38) in (5.37), we get

xh+tY#
a + (Xg)z

l ãzr1 1p l";äl = Ph-'{:lr(, - h,t + l) - 2r(z,t + ¿) -r r(z + h,t + ¿)l
l_oz" I '2'

1
, rT ,+ ,lr(t - h,t) - 2r(z,t) + r(z + h,t)l\, (5.38)

M*,T(*h*'- x*,) : rxh-rxh+



+ ph-2fL-|yn+r -,yn+r-¡ yn*rI' \2l ^-r - 
z^tn r ^rn+t)

+ Ilr;-, - zxi,+ xå*,]), (õ.3e)

and

1,
Mw : -- (Y:+r - yll : Y! L'{-þ*'., - - pyn+r'''t ¿\'m ^rn) -*a+(X"+t\z "'Tn

+ Ph-'{;lr;:i - 2Y;+t + v#ii]
1r+ i lv;_, - 2Yå + Yå*,)\. (õ.40)

Equations (5.39) and (5.40) may be rearranged to give

1 .. 1 | I Yn! I .tury: -irr*h*_\_ ¡rox37,r+ Ll 
+ rxhK+;+:ffip+pelxh*,

11
- uP 

pxft_1+ 
,P 

pxft*' * [i * r(, - P p]Xh (5.41)

and

1 .. 1

Mv : -;P pY#li - ¡e 
pu;Iï + Ir + Dt. + p plyfi+r

:L, - 1 - |- "Yn+L I- ¡, eYåt+ ,PpYfi*, * Lt 
- Pp+;ffi"p)Y#, ,(ó.42)

in which p : llh2 . In order to implement the above method {(5.41)-(5.42)},

we need to solve two sets of linear algebraic equations at each time step using

tridiagonal solvers.

5.9 Numerical Experiments

The method {(5.41)-(5.42)} was simulated using initial conditions Xl,:
l0sinzrz, Yå: Ssinzi'z (*:0,1,...,N* 1) and Neuman boundary condi-

tions, given by

ax ,^ ., ax
ä(0, t) :;(\ ú) : o, (5.48)

Kro,a:ff\,ú) :0.
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For simulation purposes, we use r:0.1, d,:0.2, K:12, ø:300, lf,:5,
/ : 0.01 and å : 0.05 with various values of the diffusion coefficient P

(namely : P : 0, 1,2,5, 100). The numerous numerical experiments carried

out confirm the robustness of the new method {(5.41),(5.42)i. F\rrihermore,

it was observed that the solution converges slowly for small P and faster

for larger P. That is, as diffusion plays a more dominant role in the model

dynamics, the method converges (to the correct steady siate) faster.
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Chapter 6

SEIR, Epidemic Model

6.1 Introduction

NIost classical models of disease transmission are of the SIR type. That is,

ihey monitor the dynamics of the population of susceptible individuals (S),

infectious individuals (I) and individuals who have recovered (by acquiring

permanent or temporary immunity) (R) 
'3, 

221. These models are based

on the assumption that once infected, each susceptible individual becomes

infectious instantaneously.

In many diseases, however, it is known that members do not pass directly

from the susceptible to the infectious class on becoming infected. They un-

dergo a latent (or exposed) period of infection instead (see [21]). For example,

in measles dynamics there is an incubation (latent) period of 11-14 days after

infection before symptoms of the disease appear. For fox rabies, the incuba-

tion period is 28-30 days. For some diseases, the incubation period may be

short enough that neglecting it does not affect the model significantly. For

example, the incubation period for influenza is 1-3 days. To model this, an

additional compartment is included in the ciassical SlR model by letting E(ú)

denote the number of members, at time ú, who are exposed to the disease

(but not yet infectious). This type of model is called SEIR model.

The total population size in an SEIR type model is N(t) - S(¿) + E(t) +

/(ú) + Æ(¿).

6.2 Mathematical Model

The total population is divided into four subclasses narneiy: susceptible

(S), exposed (E), infectious (I), and recovered (R). The total infected popu-
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lation is .E'(t) + 1(ú). A transfer diagram for the model is given in Figure 6.1

belolv.

bN kIS/i{ eE rI
_________.-_____t-E.__.=_----_t-__-._ 'R

| | _r dRlds I dEl 0t+at | *'l
t'l,ü't

Figure 6.1 The Dynamical transfer of SEIR model

The model parameters b,d,e,k,r,ø are interpreted in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 : Description of model parameters

Using the transfer diagram above, we have the following SEIR model ([3]):

S' : óN-dS-kISlN,

E' : hISIN-(e+d)8,

I' : eE-(r-laId)l,
H : rI - dR, (6.1)

from which the total population size N(ú) can be determined by lf(ú) -
S(ú) + E(t) + /(ú) + Æ(ú) or from the equation
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Pararneter Interpretation Range

b Natural birth rate åe(0,i)
d Natural death rate d € (0,1)

e Rate at which exposed individuals become infectious e € (0,1)

k Effective per capita contact rate of infective individuals ,k e (0, 1)

T Recovery rate r € (0,1)

o, Disease-related death rate ø € (0,1)



N,:(b-d)¡/-aI,

which is obtained by adding the four equations in (6.1).

(6.2)

6.3 Dynamics of the SEIR Model

In order to understand the dynamics of the SEIR model (6.1), we make

the followingtransformation. Let ^9 
: #,8: #,1- $ and R: # denote

the fractions of S,E,I a¡rd ,R in the total population l{. Differentiating the

new variables and substituting into (6.1) gives the normalized system:

St : b-bS-kÍS*aIS,

E' : kis-(e+b)EtaIE,
it : eE-(r*a*b)t-+aP,

R' : rI-uR+aIR. (6.3)

Since the va¡iable ,R does not occur in the first three equations of the nor-

malized system (6.3), we study the subsystem

S' =h -b-bS-kIS+aI-},
Et =sz :kIS- (r+ b)E+aIE,

It =gz :eE- (r+ a+b)I *aF, (6.4)

instead, and then determine .B using R: l- S - E - L My main aim in this

chapter is to carry out a local stability analysis of the equilibrium sotution(s)

of (6.4) and then construct an appropriate numerical method for solving the

model (quantitatively).
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6.3.1 Equilibrium Solutions

It is easy to see that the equilibrium points of the normalized system are:

ø Ps : (1,0,0): ihe disease-free equilibrium (E* :,[* : 0),

ø Po: (S*,,Ð*,14): the endemicequilibrium (where E* > 0,/-. > 0).

The endemic equilibrium P*: (S*, 8.,1.) could not be expressed in closed

form (using standard mathematical softwares). However, the process by

which it is obtained is shown below. Adding the equations in (6.4) gives

Flom the second equation of (6.4), we have

s.: u*¡f -"v' (6'6)

Similarly, .8. is determined from the third equation of (6.a)

E*:r+a+b-ai* r*. (6.2)
e

Substituting (6.6) and (6.7) into (6.5) leads to

(b - ar.)(l - S. - E* - I*) : rI*.

l(I*) : o,

(6.5)

(6.8)

where

/(r-): 3-4 .rìlt - -,+,,ilít.t=it), (6.e)
\ e+b/ \ rla*ö/\ b /

and 
ke

o - GT b)U + a+ b)' (6'10)

F\-rrther details on the existence and uniqueness of P* can be found in 121].
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6.3.2 Local Stability Analysis

The local stability of the disease.free equilibrium are dertermined by in-

vestigating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian

r-

ð9, ôgt )gt
âtr aE aT

õ9" 09, 09,
AS AE AI

?gt )gt 09,
AS ðE AI

(6.1i)

where the functiorls gr, !2and S3 âre defined in (6.a). It is easy to show that

the Jacobian associated wiih gt, gz and 93 is the matrix

T_ (6.12)

At the disease-free equilibrium point Ps

[-a o
IJ:l0 _e_b

lo e

which yields the characteristic equation

: (1,0,0), J reduces to

-k+a I
Ik 
I 
, (6.13)

-(r+ø+b) I

(À+b) l^'* (r*a+zb+e)À+ (e+ö)(r*ø* Q -ne). (6.14)

Since ail the model parameters are assumed positive (see Table 6.1), it is

clear from (6.14) that r *a*2bie > 0 and b > 0. It follows, using the

Routh-Hurwitz criterion (see [19, 42]), fhat the disease-free equilibrium point

Ps is stable provided

(e+b)(r*atb)-ke>0.
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Thus, bifurcation occurs at the bifurcation boundary (obtained by setting (6.15)

to zero)

(e+å)(r+ø+b)
I (6.16)

The quantity o, known as the modified contact number [21], plays an

important role in the dynamics of the SEIR model. This is because, when

ø e (0,1), the disease-free equilibrium Ps is stable (and the disease dies out

from the community). For ø e (1,oo), however, the disease-free equilibrium

loses its stability, and a new stable equilibrium point (P*) emerges. This

equilibrium point (P.) is associated with the persistence of the disease in

the population. In other words, when the model para.meters k,e,b,a,r are

varied in such a v/ay that o increases from a positive value less than 1 to a

positive value greater than 1, then a stable endemic equlibrium solution (P.)

bifurcates from the disease-free equilibrium point P¡. The reverse process

(P. to Ps) holds when o e (1, oo) decreases to o € (0, 1). Detailed global

stability analysis of (6.4), summarized in Theorem 6.1 below, was reported

by Li et o!.. 1211.

Theorem 6.1 If o 11, then the di,sease di,es out, and the disease-free equi,-

Ii,bri,um poi,nt is globally asyrnptoti,cally stable. If o > I, then the di,sease

becomes endemi,c, and uni,que endemi,c equi,Ii,brium P* is globally asgmptoti-

cally støble prouided that no non-constant peri,odic solutions erist.

6.4 Novel (Non-standard) Numerical Method

In line with the numerical schemes constructed in Chapters 3 and 5, a non-

standard numerical method that satisfies the positivity requirement of (6.4)

will be designed. Using forward Euler approximations for the derivatives

in (6.4), as before, and replacing the right hand side functions appropriately

Ite
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leads to the following method for solving (6.4):

us,lrçS^*, - 5") - b-bS,*+t- kÍ,Sna+ ains' (6'17)
(.

1 _ . -\:
tøø, 

U@"*t - E ) : k'inSn¡1- (e + b)E,+t * aInûn

t 
,n.*, - L) : eE' +r l- o(Í,)'tw¡ : 

VG"+r- 
i,) : eÛn+r- (r+ atb)1"

Mn,R**, : 1-S'+t -En+t-Ín+t

The equations in (6.17) can be rs-arranged_to_give

-ã bL + S" * a!.InSnun+L t+bL+k¿í, )

ñ kLInSn+r + En + a!.InEnDn*l: 
@,

r el4*+t * I* * a!(1,)2
'ntL 1*(r+a+b)(. )

R^*r: 1-S'+t-En+t-Ín+t' (6'18)

Although the Gauss-Seidel-like method (6.17) (see 12, 19]) is constructed

implicitly, it can be implemented explicitly using (6.18). Thus, the solution

of the SEIR model (6.4) can be computed explicitly.

It is clear from (6.18) that this method preserves the positivity of the

SEIR model. The associated local truncation erlom of this method is

Ls _ $+ t,þ+,t114])S1t+ t) - S(t) -b{ - a!.I,Sn, (6.1e)

L¡ _ {L+!.[(e+a)]] E(t+¿) - E(t) -nü(t)S(t+¿) - o,(.inùn,

L1 : {L+t f(r+a+Ðl} Î(t+¿) - 1(t) - etÚ(t+t) - il(i*)',

La _ R(t+ t) + S(t+ t) + E(t+ ¿) + I(t+ ¿) - L,
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in which t:tn.Expanding the functions in (6.19) in Taylor series leads to

T-LS

T.uE

r_TJJ

r_uR

lIt" * bS' +fr¡sl I + o(ts) øs L -+ o,

l\u" * (e + b)E'- k¡s'] Ê + o(t3) as (. + o,

llr" * (r * ø+b)I' - "E'f 
û + o(ts) as l -+ o,

l|ru" + ^e" + E" + i'))8 + o(ts) as (. + o,

(6.20)

confirming that the method (6.18) is first-order accurate.

6.5 Numerical Experiments

In order to test the behaviour of method (6.18) for solving the SEIR

model, numerous numerical simulations were carried out using ihe following

parameters and initial values: b:0.01, d, -0.02, k:0.001, a:0.002, e:
0.001, r:0.001, S(0) :0.5, E(0) :0.2,1(0) - 0.1 and r3(0):9.2.

6.5.1 Experiment 1: Effect of Time-step, (.

To monitor the effect of the step size (¿ > 0) on the stability and con-

vergence properties of method (6.18), the method was simulated using the

aforementioned parameter values with various step sizes. The results, tab-

ulated in Table 6.2, were compared with those obtained using the standard

explicit RK4 and Euler methods. It is clear from Table 6.2 that the non-

standard scheme (6.18) is more competitive in terms of numerical stability.

Unlike the standard RK4 and Euler methods, method (6.18) did not suffer

from any scheme-dependent numerical instability (e.g chaos, oscillations etc).

Although not proven analytically, Table 6.2 suggests that method (6.18) is

unconditionally-stable (converging monotonically to the correct equilibrium

states of the SEIR model). This is owing to the fact that the non-standard



scheme (6.18), unlike RK4 and Euler method, satisfies the positivity property

of (6.a).

Table 6.2 : Effect of time step (/)

v Euler RK4 Non-standard method

0.01 convergence convergence convergence

1.0 overflow convergence convergence

10 overflow convergence convergence

100 overflow oscillation convergence

200 overflow overflow convergence

6.5.2 Experiment 2: Effect of the Modified Contact Number (ø)

As discussed analyticaily in Section 6.3, the modified contact number o

plays a crucial role in the dynamics of the SEIR model (6.a). Its effect was

investigated by simulating method (6.18) with various values of o. Based on

the extensive numericai experiments carried out, we observed that for ø ( 1,

method (6.18) converges to the disease-free equilibra po : (1,0,0). On the

other hand, when o ) r, method (6.18) converges to the endemic equilibrium

P*' In both these cases, method (6.18) gave results that are consistent with

the theoretical predictions of Section 6.3. These results are summarized in

Table 6.3 below. Similar results were obtained with various combinations of

model pa,rameters.
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Table 6.3 : Effect of modified contact number (o)

o s* ñ*
]J l+

L
D*

IL Comment

0.0069 1.0 0 0 0 Ps is stable

0.5 1.0 0 0 0 P6 is stable

1.0 1.0 0 0 0 Ps is stable

5.59 0.175 0.760 0.059 0.181 P* is stable

100 0.010 0.912 U.UIl- 0.007 P* is stable

6.6.L Numerical Method

In line with the strategy adopted in Chapter 5, method (6.18) will be used

for the diffusion-free component of (6.21) and the weighied central-difference

approximation is used for the spatial derivatives. This gives:

1 ,- - \
Ms,'r(S:*t - S:l : b -bí"+r - kIhSh+L + aIhsh'''Ð'¿\-nn -rn/

6.6 Extention to the Reaction-Diffusion Model

As in Chapter 5, the original model (6.1) is extended to the following

reaction-diffusion system:

ôÍ - â2,q

å: b-bs-kls+aIS+D#'
AE â28

6t : kis - (e+d)E + aIE + D;;'
AT ã21
.; : eE - (r*a*QI +a|z + D;z*
aR = -= A2Ð

ã; : rt-un+alr+D;;, (6.21)

where D is a constant and z is the spatial variable. This system of PDEs is

to be solved subject to appropriate boundary and initial conditions.



ME,l (nh*' - Eh) : klhsh+t - (e + b)E#' + aIhTh
1

r nn-2ta f¡n+t _9¡n+I _r n"*11I u'u 12 l"m-l Purn t "m*L)

*,,TFZ- - rh) : 
"Ei^*'- 

(r + a+b)Ífft + a(Ih)2

+ on-,{ll¡n*-\ - 2IT' + /åli]

+ t,lrn-, - 21tr + Ìh*rf¡, rc.24)

and

,u,T (n*' - Rh) : ,Ii,*' - bRT' + a|h+tfl

+ ,n-,{;ln#, - zRT' + Ri,**\)

+ Ilun-, - z*y*+ Eå*,]). (6.2b)

The method (6.22)-(6.25) can O. r.-*r"nged, respectively, to give

Ms , -I, ot;,, - I, otXI,,+ [r + b¿ + k{Ih + D pf Sh+L

1_1__ 
inosh_r+ UnpSi*r+b(. + [1 - Dpt a!.Ih]Sh, (6.26)

Mø : -loo11t\ -Toou#',+ lr + þ + b)r, - allfr+ Dd Eh+t

_ t¡r 
rUh-, *f,, oA;+L + klIh|h+, + [r - D p + atlh]E#[6.22)
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ÌvI¡: -To rrf*-\ - f;n ¿gi',+ lr + e i ø + b)¿ - uIft + n pl Íi:'

IrrrX-r*f,r¿;*t+ etTh+t + [1 - Dp* a{Íh]Ih, (6.28)

and

1_luIB: -^Dpilfr+J12
t_: |DpRi_1-r
2

1-r
- i, oA:**;r+ lr + b!. - ø!.Ih+' + n fl Ry'
,-
io oR:.:*', + r¿Ih+t + 11 - D p r at ÍffLlnffia.zo)

6.6.2 Implementation

Nfethod (6.26)-(6.29) may be applied with various initial and boundary

condition. In this study, we use the following Neumann bounda¡y conditions:

It is easy to see that method (6.26)-(6.29) can be implemented for n:
0,1,2,. . . and TrL : 0,1,2,. .., ¡/ + 1. However, in the cases rn : 0 and

m : N t- 1 (on the boundaries), this method introduces fictitious points out-

side the mesh. To circumvent this problem, central-difference approximations

are used to approximate the zereflux boundary conditions in (6.30). For in-

stance, on the boundary nL:0, the equations in (6.30) can be approximated

to second order (in å,) using

#ro,a:ffrr,ú) : o, Tro,a:ff\,ú): o,

Hro,t) - 9!*$,ú) : o, #ro,Ð 
: a#(r, 

r¡ : s.

sr-^91r_n Ei-ElL_î
2h -v) 2h -vt

(6.30)

IT-i:., ^ Ri-R!,
--:----: 

- 
ll ----:------------: 

- 
ll

2h -v' 2h -v'

(6.31)



This leads to the approximations:

5f : S1r, Ei : E!r, Ii - I!t, Ri : R?r. (6.82)

Similarly, at the boundary m: N * 1, we have:

Si¡+z : SK,, Ei,*r: ET¡, IT,+r: ii,, Rkn, - Rk. (6.38)

Equation (6.26) may be written in matrix-vector form as

AfS"+i - BîS" +E[; n:0,L,2,..., (6.g4)

where Af and Bf are squaxe matrices of order (N + 2) x (N * 2) given by

Ai:

ali -Dp 0 ... 0

-lnp aIT -lnp :

0 -lnp ari -Inp
0

, -loo øLT{ -lnp
0 ... 0 -Dp ø1fr+r

(6.35)

t - Dp+ atÍfr Dp 0

ïnp 1-Dp+atIT lop

0

Bi: 'znp L-Dp+aLIh Lnp

Dp + ølIh ïop
-Dp I-Dp+alÎi

(6.36)

Lnp 1-
0

with

arft:L+bL+ k(.Iht Dp; (* :0,!,2,...,N+ 1), (6.82)

and 6 is an (N* 2) vector given by

6 : [b, b,...,b,b]r (6.8g)
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Similarly, equation (6.27)-(6.29) may be written in matrix-vector form as

(6.3 e)

where Bf is sarne as Bf except that its diagonal element is 1 - D p * al13+r

instead of 1- Dp+a[|fr, and Af , 
^i, 

LT and Cl,Ci,Ci are sguare matrices

of order (N + 2) x (¡/ -t 2) given by

AfE"+t*CiS"+t:BTË";

AfI"+t*cfË"+t:BTr";
Afg"+t+CiI"+t:BlR";

n:0,I,2,...,
n:0,1,2,...,

n:0rLr2r....

Li:

Ai:

a2&

-in p
0

a3i -Dp

-lop a\T

0 -ln,

a4i -Dp

-ïnp a4T

o -loP

-Dp o "'
azT -inp
-inp a2i -Tnp

-inp azk

o -Dp

0 ...

u ...

0 ...

-in p
a\i -lop

-Lnp û\r
o -Dp

0 ...

-Tn p

o,4i -lnp

-ln p 
"n+

o -Dp

99

0

-io p

a2k+t

0

-lnp
a3\,,,

0

-ln p
a4?v+t

(6.40)

(6.41)

(6.42)Ai:



-k!Íh
t-oîn

- fvLlfn

U

ci: , (6.43)

(6.44)

-eL

-e(.

-e{.

-eL

-rL

-r!.
' -r!.

Lnfn
- fþLlnL

t^tlîn
- ÍúLl Tn

k{Íh0 ...

0

ci:

ci:

0 ...

-e!,

(6.45)

-rl
-rt

in which

a27* : i + (e *b)!.+ Dp, (6.46)

ø3h: 1+(r*ø*b)(.+DP,,

a4h: I+b{,iDP.

At eaeå time step, a tri-diagonal solver is employed to solve for ,S, E, i, and

R consecutively using (6.34) and (6.fS).
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6.6.3 Stability and Convergence

To analyse the stability of method (6.26)-(6.29), we consider its matrix

form

Ais"+t : BTs" +E[., (6.47)

AiE"+r + CäS"+l : BTE",

A$I"+t*C|Ë"+t:BTI",

AfR"+t +Clln+L:BiR".

The system (6.47) may be written as a single system of order 4(N + 2) x

4(N + 2) given by

1çz1rn*I:Mryr+¿2, (6.48)

in which

AT 0 0 0

ciAi 0 0

0ciAi0
o o ciAT

(6.4e)

BT 0 0 0

0 BT 0 0

0 0 B? 0

0 0 }Bi

(6.50)

with

Yn. - [{s")t, (É")t, (P)t, (R")t]t,
y'+r : [{S"*t)t, (Ë"*t)t, (Ì"*t)t, (R"*t)t]t,

z : l{6")t, ot]t. (6.b1)

In (6.49,6.50), 0 is the zero matrix of order N +2, and in (6.51), 0 is the

zero column vector of order 3(N+2). As discussed in Chapter 3, the matrix

Kn:

M':
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method [19] requires

ll(K")-'M"lls < 1, (6.52)

for stability.

6.6.4 Numerical Experiments

The implementation of method (6.26)-(6.29) to solve (6.21) requires the

use of tri-diagonal solvers to solve four linear algebraic equations at every

time step. Extensive numerical experiments were carried out. 0 1 z 1
1, (. : 0.01 and å, : 0.05 were used. And we let ô - 0.01, d - 0.02,

fr : 0.001, & :0.002, e - 0.001, and r : 0.001. Initial conditions are

given bV Sl, : O.5sinzr z, El- : 0.2sinrz, Ih -- O.Lsinnz, Rl* : O.Zsintrz,

(*:0,L,2,. . . , N + 1). The boundary conditions in (6.30) were used.

Various values of the modifiled contact number (o) and diffusion coeffi-

cient (D) were used in order to monitor their effects on the reaction-diffusion

model (6.21). Figures 6.2-6.õ depict the profiles of ,S, 8,1 and E respec-

tively att:5 usingo - 0.006993and D:0.001. And, figures 6.6-6.9

depict the profiles of S, E, I and.R respectiveiy at ú : 5 using o :5.594406

a¡rd D : 0.001. In all the simulations carried out, the method (6.26)-(6.29)

gave results that are consistent with the theoretical analysis of the SEIR

model.
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0 0.2 o.4 . 0.6

Figure 6.2 Profile of ,9 at t:5 for o-0.006993 and D:0.001 with h:0.05 and (.:0.01

1
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0.3
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0 0.2 0.4 z 0.6 0.8 I

Figure 6.3 Profile of E at t:5 for o:0.006993 and D:0.001 with fr,:0.05 and (.:0.0I
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Figure 6.4 Profile of / at t:5 for o:0.006993 and D:0.001 with h:0.05 and !.:0.0I
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Figure 6.5 Profile of ,R at t:5
0.4 , 0.6

for o-0.006993 and D-0.001 with å:0.05 and {.:0.0I
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Figure 6.6 Profiie of S ai
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t:5 for o:5.594406 and D-0.001 with h:0.05 and l:0.01
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Figure 6.7 Profile of E at t:5 for o-5.594406 and D-0.001 with ft,:0.05 and l.-0.0I
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Figure 6.8 Profile of I at t-5
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Figure 6.9 Profile of ,R at t:5 for o:5.594406 and D:0.001 wiih ft,:0.05 and !:0.07
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for o:5.594406 and

0.8 1

D:0.001 with h:0.05 and {.:0.0I
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6.7 Reaction-Diffusion-Convection Model

Assuming travelling wave type (disease) transmission, the SEIR model is

extended to the following reaction-diffusion-convection system:

S/ = b-bS -kIS +aIS *"#*o#,
E'| : kIS - (e+ d)E +aÍE + *P + DqL.' " ôz_' - ô22'

It : eE - (r*a+d)Í *aP +t{ + DôJ,' *ðz ' " ô22'

E : rI - uR+ aIR* "# * o# (6.5s)

In (6.53), o is the convection constant. A robust scheme for solving (6.53) is

constructed by using the above method for the reaction-diffusion component

of (6.53) and then use the following weighted central-difference approxima-

tion for the convection term:

f ASl d ,L t,,, ,rr ,^ p,.
" lúl N *{;ls(z + h,t + t) - s(z - h,t + ¿)) (6.54)

'l .-+ ilst" + h,t) - S(' - h,t)l\

The resulting method is given by:

Ms, (-'ur,.#) sh\- (;r,. #) t*,
I lr+ut+ktÍh+Dplsfr: (r" - #) sh-' + (;" * #)'r.'
r- bt+11-Dp+alÍhlsh, (6.55)

Mø' (-.urr.#) E*n-',- (;rr.#) ET*',

+ 11 +(e+b)¿+DplÛh*',

: (i,,-#) Eh-,* (in,.#) Eh*,

+ k!Ih}#t+11 -DptatIS)ah, (6.56)
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rur¡ : (-ir,. #) Ih*-', - (i",. #) ,r*
+ [t + (r * a* b)!. + Dp]Ih+L

: (;'- H) ,'*,-,* (!o,*#)'r.,
+ e!.Ûfft +[1 - Dpta{Ífl]|fr, lo.Ð rJ

and

Ma, (-t"oo. #) RT"', - (t^ro. #) R?Ì*',
\ 2 4h) \'r 4to1

I i;:,::$T, * (f,o o . #) Rh*,

r r|Ii+t + [1 - Dp i o!,Ih*']Rh. (6.58)

The above method, consisting of equations (6.õ5), (6.56), (6.57) and

(6.58), proved to be robust when used to solve (6.53) subject to the bound-

ary condtions and initial conditions (together with pa,rameter values) used

in section 6.2.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Inevitably, the study of partial differential equations is a large undertak-

ing and falls into several areas of mathematics. At one extreme, the main

interest is in the existence and uniqueness of solutions. At the other extreme

lies the search for useful (correct) solutions using analytical or numerica.l

means. In this thesis, I presented some nevr numerical rnethods, mostly

non-standard, for solving some non-linear differential equation models which

frequently feature in the mathematical modelling of phenomena in engineer-

ing, epidemiology and finance. Assuming the original mathematical models

are well-posed, my emphasis is on the design and analysis of robust numerical

schemes for their solutions.

In Chapter 3, the well-known one-dimensional Nagumo reaction-diffusion

equation was studied by, first of all, designing a competitive scheme for the

diffusion-free case. This scheme has the same siability properties as the

original (associated) ODE (resulting from rigorous local stability analysis).

The scheme is then adapted and extended for use to solve the full Nagumo

reaction-diffusion model. Comparisons with standard explicit schemes like

forward Euler and Runge.Kutta methods were ca,rried out.

-Ls-stable methods, based on the use of the (2, 0) Padé approximant, were

designed for the transformed and non-transformed Black-Schoies option pric-

ing modei in Chapter 4. In addition to having the desirable .L¡-stability prop-

erty, these methods can be implemented in a parallel architecture invoiving

two processors with each processor solving a single algebraic linea¡ system

using tridiagonal solvers at each time.step (thereby minimizing CPU time).

The la,st two models considered in this thesis were systems of non-linear

ODE and PDE models. For the predator prey model (with a non-monotonic
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functional response) considered in Chapter 5, a neu/ non-standard finite-

difference method satisfying the positive conditions of the model was de-

signed. This scheme, which is qualitatively equivalent to the original ODE

model, was adapted to solve the predator-prey model with diffusion.

In Chapter 6, an SEIR model for disease transmission was studied. Here,

a new Gauss-Seidel type implicitly-derived explicit method was constructed

for the associated non-linear ordinary differential systems. Extensive numeri-

cal simulation confirms that this robust scheme is chaos-free, unconditionally

stable, and converges to the correct steady-state solution of the model. In or-

der to analyse the effect of mobility (random movement) of the populace, the

SEIR model was extended to a reaction-diffusion model. Finally, a convection

term was added to the reaction-diffusion model in order to model travelling

wave-type tra¡rsmission (modelling airborne spread of diseases). A robust

scheme was then designed for the resulting reaction-diffusion-convection sys-

tem.

The main contribution of this thesis is two-fold. The first is the dynarnics

(local) stabiiity analysis of the associated ODE systems (necessary to under-

stand the qualitative behaviour of the models). The second is the design and

analyses of numerous robust numerical methods (mostly non-standard) for

the solutions of both the ODE and the extended PDE systems studied in this

thesis. The robust schemes, constructed in Chapters 3-6, proved to be more

competitive than the standard numerical methods that a,re populariy used

in the numerical analysis literature for the solution of differential equations

(such as forward Euler and Rung+Kutta methods).

Considering the fact that most of the non-standard methods constructed

in this thesis, although very robust in terms of stability and convergence,

a,re only first-order accurate, a significant extension of this work will be to

extend them (non-standard methods) to achieve higher-order accuracy.
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